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Introduction

Background

As the daughter of a Palestinian refugee, the tremendous political and historical upheavals which the Palestinian people have endured over the last century have always been of great interest for me. I first visited the region that prior to 1948 was known as Palestine and is now split into Israel, the West Bank and Gaza, in 1993. At the age of 19, as a UK citizen, I was granted a one-week visa by the Israeli authorities to enter the country in which my father was born and of which I had heard endless nostalgic tales of sweet smelling orange groves and idyllic houses by the sea in Jaffa. I revisited several times spending one summer in the Palestinian Red Crescent Hospital in Ramallah and another summer in Birzeit University about ten kilometres outside Ramallah.

From my first visit I was impressed by the strength of character of many of the Palestinians I met. However, with every visit I became more disturbed by the enormity of the suffering endured by Palestinians living in the West Bank as it was slowly unveiled to me. It seemed that every household had stories to tell about house raids, imprisonments, beatings, torture and dispossession. But perhaps more insidious, and initially less apparent, was the daily humiliation of life under military occupation. I constantly wondered how people managed to cope with their difficult situation. Although Palestinian Arab society is close-knit and often supportive, it can also be quite conservative and repressive. The thesis is about those people who at some point have not been able to cope with the situation they have found themselves in due to social, economic or political forces or, more often, a mixture of them all.

I had become fascinated by the social and cultural aspects of health as a junior medical student and this lead me to study for an intercalated BSc in
medical anthropology at University College London. During the year I learnt more about the links between health, medicine, society and culture. After completing the BSc, I entered the intercalated MB-PhD programme which is offered at UCL. This PhD thesis, supervised by Professors Murray Last and Roland Littlewood, is the first one to be submitted to the Psychiatry Department as part of this programme.

I arranged to carry out my fieldwork in Palestine and for eighteen months, from the summer of 1997, I was based in the West Bank town of Ramallah at the Institute of Community and Public Health of Birzeit University, which is headed by Dr Rita Giacaman. I was helped in my research by the department as a whole, but mainly by clinical psychologist Dr Sylvie Mansour. I also participated in the organisation and teaching of some public health courses.

**Contents of the PhD thesis**

The particular focus of my study was the ‘suicide phenomenon’ (zahirat al-intihar) in Palestinian society. At the time I arrived in Ramallah there was increasing public discourse and concern about reports of suicide which was seen as something new and alien. This was highlighted as a topic of public health concern by the university department and my fieldwork consisted of examining and analysing this ‘suicide phenomenon’ and placing it in the context of the Western literature on suicide in which research is predominantly centred on the individual (Chapter One\(^\text{1}\)).

For the first year I lived in a recently opened girls’ dormitory of ‘The Society for the Revitalisation of the Family’ (Jameeyat Inaash Al-Usra), which also runs an orphanage for girls. This society was founded by a formidable lady, Samiha Khalil, who aimed to give girls and women occupational skills such as hairdressing, sewing, embroidery, cooking and nursing. The young women in the dormitory had come to Ramallah from the towns, villages and camps of the West Bank and Gaza to study or work. Away from their families, such dormitories were considered the most respectable places to stay. For myself, other than dramatically improving my Arabic and enabling

---

\(^1\) Refers to chapters of the PhD thesis.
me to make friends, living in the dormitory gave me an insight into life in Palestinian society, particularly from the female perspective, since I visited many of the women’s houses and families in different parts of the West Bank and Gaza. In addition, I also spent time in hospitals in Ramallah, Jerusalem and Jenin which not only gave me the opportunity to talk to people who had attempted suicide but also allowed me retain my nascent clinical skills and to learn something about health care in the West Bank.

Although self-harming behaviour, such as parasuicide, is common throughout the world, there seem to be strong cultural variations in its epidemiology. Now that we live in a world which appears to be more ‘globalised’ and interconnected than ever before there is increasing interest in the effects of ‘modernisation’ or ‘westernisation’ on people’s mental health, including suicide. However, so far there has not been any in-depth study of suicidal behaviour in the Arab world. Owing to the limited time and resources available, the study can only be labelled ‘exploratory’. Nevertheless, I hope it can give an idea as to why some people in the Arab society of the West Bank are turning to self-harming behaviour. The material gathered also raises general questions about the widespread effects of modernisation and the secondary trauma resulting from ‘the ripple effect of war’, as well more specific questions about why and how some individuals cope with their socio-cultural environments while others do not.

There are two main dimensions to the ‘suicide phenomenon’: one relates to public discourse on suicide, especially in the media, and the other to private acts of suicide. The thesis begins by concentrating on the public dimension and looks at past and present attitudes to death and self-killing in, largely Islamic, Arab thought. Two predominant cultural categories are identified for self-killing: suicide and martyrdom. These are opposing concepts. Suicide is seen as a private act condemned by society and religion, whereas martyrdom is seen as a public act which is exalted as being for the sake of the greater good. The concept of the self (an-nafs) in Islamic thought is compared to western concepts of self, and it is argued that the Muslim concept is more collective and less individualistic (Chapter Two).

Cultural attitudes apart, an understanding of the historical and political
context in which Ramallah exists as a part of the West Bank is offered in an attempt to explain why public discourse on suicide in Ramallah in the 1990's reached almost panic levels (Chapter Three). It is suggested that the very act of suicide, particularly as a result of depression or despair, is regarded as contrary to the popular concept of Palestinian identity. Furthermore, an attempt is made to quantify suicidal behaviour in Ramallah. Methodological issues are discussed together with the difficulties encountered in obtaining data. The extent to which suicide statistics are socially constructed is examined (Chapter Four). The ‘suicide phenomenon’ in Ramallah could be regarded as a ‘moral panic’, but it could also be regarded as a result of the substantial transformations which have occurred in the Palestinian society of the West Bank since the end of the mass popular uprising against the Israeli occupation, the Intifada, followed by the establishment of the Palestinian National Authority and the accelerated ‘modernisation’ of the society.

The private dimension of Palestinian suicide is examined in the second part of the thesis. Narratives taken from 31 cases of attempted suicide are examined closely within their social contexts (Chapters Six, Seven and Eight. Men and women are considered separately because, in spite of similarities, there are important differences in the way each group seeks to deal with the expectations and restrictions of the social context in which they live. Of the people interviewed, the women were found to be fundamentally affected by marital status, their position within the family and the ensuing demands made upon them, whereas the men were found to be affected by their ability to find steady work, marry and provide for and protect their families.

The importance of the supporting roles of the traditional social institutions of family and religion are discussed, both how they can fail and how they can help individuals to cope with problems. Suicide levels in Palestinian society still appear to be low compared with Western levels in spite of the existence of a large number of those stressors which have been shown to play important roles in contributing to suicidal behaviour in the West. Finally, the recommendations and implications of the findings of this study with respect to social policies are discussed (Chapter Nine).
The thesis is an interdisciplinary one. It made use of some of the ideas, terms and theories from psychiatry and set out some quantitative data. It also drew on anthropology when considering the social context within which the individual acts. The actual evidence presented by this study has been gathered by anthropological methods of field data collection, such as participant observation, in-depth interviews and narrative collection. This is not the only possible approach, but the aim was to explore the extent to which significant and useful inputs can be achieved by using anthropological techniques.

**On Parasuicide: definition, characteristics, rates and trends**

*Definition*

The distinction between suicide and parasuicide is based on whether the outcome is fatal or not. The term ‘parasuicide’ was defined by Kreitman as ‘any individual who deliberately initiates an act of non-fatal self-injury or who ingests a substance in excess of any prescribed or generally recognised dose.2’ The term parasuicide is frequently used interchangeably with ‘attempted suicide.’

It should be noted that the separation of ‘attempted’, ‘non-fatal’, or ‘para-’ suicide from ‘successful’, ‘fatal’, or ‘actual’ suicide has been sharply contested. It is argued that there is an element of chance in much suicidal behaviour, that is to say there are those who may intend to die, but who do not, and those who do not want to die, but who do. In fact, rather than distinguishing between suicide and parasuicide, it may be more appropriate to describe a range of self-destructive behaviour, as ‘the suicide spectrum’ described by Kate Hill.3 Nevertheless, the distinction can be a useful one as long as the overlap between the two groups is borne in mind.

*Characteristics*

Characteristic features of parasuicide in the West were highlighted by a

---


recent WHO study on parasuicide in Europe.\textsuperscript{4} Compared with the general population, ‘suicide attempters more often belong to the social categories associated with social destabilisation and poverty.’\textsuperscript{5} Hence, they tend to be female rather than male, mainly young, and often from disadvantaged or poorer social groups such as the unemployed. The methods used by parasuicides are primarily ‘soft,’ such as poisoning or cutting.\textsuperscript{6}

**Rates**

Looking at the global situation regarding suicide and parasuicide at the beginning of the 90’s, Diekstra wrote, ‘Suicide behaviours constitute a serious public and mental health problem. In many countries fatal suicide attempts rank among the top ten causes of death for individuals of all ages and among the 3 leading causes of death for those aged 15 to 34 years. In 1980, around the world, an estimated 300,000 to 440,000 persons committed suicide. In addition at least ten times as many persons made non-fatal suicide attempts or deliberately harmed themselves seriously enough to require some kind of medical assistance.’\textsuperscript{7}

**Trends**

Parasuicide is a major health problem. Although some decline in rates between 1989 and 1992 is recorded by the WHO study in Europe, in the United Kingdom deliberate self-poisoning has become the most common reason for acute medical admission of women to hospital, and second only to heart attacks as the most common medical reason for admission of men.\textsuperscript{8} The rise in the overall suicide rates in many countries is to a large extent due to the increase in suicides in the younger age groups. Even countries

\textsuperscript{5} ibid. p.327.
\textsuperscript{6} This is in some contrast to fatal suicide which generally increases with age, is more common among men than women and methods used are often violent such as shooting or hanging.
\textsuperscript{7} R.Diekstra ‘Suicide and Parasuicide: A Global Perspective‘ in Current Approaches: Suicide and Attempted Suicide. Risk Factors, Management and Prevention. Duphar medical relations, Southampton, 1991, pp.1-22. He goes on to say, ‘The real number of persons engaging in any form of deliberate self-harm is unknown, but probably is much greater than the figures that are presently available.’ This, Diekstra writes, is due to a number of difficulties with accurate and reliable recording of suicide statistics.
with a stable or decreasing overall rate often still witness increasing rates in the young.\(^9\) Diekstra predicts that ‘the most dramatic increase in suicide mortality in the next decades will be observed in the Third World countries.’ He argues that this is because ‘the socioeconomic and behavioural factors of suicide risk ... are already present in a degree considerably higher than in most developed countries and this discrepancy will, in all probability, only continue to grow. The accompanying toll in human suffering, the decrease in quality of life of those left behind, the loss in years of productive life and related economic and social costs will be beyond the imagination.\(^{10}\)

**Approaches to studying suicidal behaviour**

Research into suicidal behaviour has taken three broad approaches: psychological, biological and social.\(^{11}\) A summary of the conclusions from the extensive multidisciplinary research that has been carried out into suicide in general, and parasuicide in particular, has been attempted by the American sociologist David Shaffer.\(^{12}\) He has drawn together in a single model the current knowledge about the risk factors for suicide, as understood by psychological, biological and social theories (Figure 1.1).

**Figure 1.1: Shaffer’s Model of Suicidal behaviour**

---

10 ibid., p.20.
11 These summaries are based mainly on: ‘Risk Factors for Youth Suicide’ Module Three from The ‘Response...Ability’ Curriculum Resources developed (for use in the university training of professionals in Australia) by the Hunter Institute of Mental Health with the collaboration of academics from the University of Newcastle [from the internet]. Updated November 1998. The main references used in this module were: A.Berman & D.Jobes Adolescent Suicide Assessment and Intervention, American Psychological Association, Washington DC, 1991; D.Shaffer ‘Preventing suicide in young people’ Innovations and Research, 2 (4), 3-9; J.Stillion & E.McDowell Suicide Across the Life Span, (2nd edition) Taylor and Francis, Washington DC, 1996.
Although it has been suggested that Shaffer’s Model of Suicidal Behaviour could serve as a framework for suicide prevention, the prediction of suicide still remains practically impossible.\textsuperscript{13} This single fact exposes the enormous complexity of suicidal behaviour and the limitations of research into suicide. The cultural variations in suicidal behaviour shown by studies from cross-cultural psychiatry and medical anthropology indicate the importance of placing suicidal behaviour in its cultural as well as its social context.

\textbf{Palestinian Suicide Statistics (and their social construction)}

\textit{Aims and background}

In the first chapters of the thesis Arab Islamic cultural attitudes were reviewed and the modern Palestinian socioeconomic and historical context of the West Bank was examined. It was suggested that the Palestinian public discourse on the phenomenon of suicide (zahirat al-intihar) could be the result of a ‘moral panic.’ A moral panic is defined as ‘A condition, episode, person or group of persons [which] emerges to become defined as a threat to societal values and interests.'\textsuperscript{14} These panics serve to reassert the dominance of an established value system at a time of perceived anxiety and crisis.

It should be noted that suggesting that the ‘phenomenon of suicide’ in the West Bank and Gaza was in part due to a moral panic, is not to suggest that as such it can be ignored. Rather, that it can be regarded as symptomatic of the very real and serious transformations that the Palestinians of the West Bank and Gaza are going through at this time.

In order to investigate the forementioned suggestion that the phenomenon of suicide was in part due to a moral panic, efforts were made to try to quantify suicidal behaviour in the case study area of Ramallah. Evidence was sought to determine whether the numbers of suicides had increased and were increasing, and whether they were higher than in other societies.


**Trends and Record Keeping**

When trying to understand suicidal behaviour, particularly its social impact, it is often useful to look at trends over time. In Ramallah there is no one reliable recording system for suicides or attempted suicides. Indeed, records of anything seem to be patchy and disorganised. In part this can be explained by 30 years of military occupation and the instability of the political and economic situation. Since the arrival of the Palestinian National Authority (PNA) in the West Bank there have been official suicide statistics for less than three years, whereas 16 European countries have records of suicides going back at least a century.\(^\text{15}\) Basically, the sophisticated infrastructure required for the detailed record keeping on which Western studies rely has not existed over the last century. Nevertheless, such records as were available in Palestine were examined and, in addition, efforts were made to try to set up a reliable recording system for a year, but this too had its problems.

No previous study into suicidal behaviour has been conducted in the West Bank, and only a handful have been carried out in the Arab Middle East.\(^\text{16}\) The aim of this study was to collect and examine all the information on suicidal behaviour from all possible sources and see if some kind of basic epidemiological picture could be pieced together. The intention was not only to estimate the incidence of suicide and attempted suicide in Ramallah, but also to see whether there was any correlation between suicide and such factors as age, sex or marital status.

**The Social Construction of Statistics**

The lack of records mean that the statistics obtained fall short of the levels of accuracy and reliability found in many studies in Western countries, but they illustrate how such social knowledge is produced. The social construction of suicide statistics is relevant to suicide studies everywhere.

---

The suspect nature of official suicide statistics has been shown by many studies. Commenting on Durkheim’s Suicide, Jack Douglas was critical of how sociologists have been so unquestioning about the production of the statistics upon which they rely, ‘Most sociologists seem to have felt that these published, official figures are the ‘facts’ or ‘things’ called for by Durkheim and that, as things, they do not require probing criticism or justification, but only explanation.’ These basic assumptions by sociologists about the nature of official suicide statistics as an objective, highly reliable measure of suicidogenetic forces that could be likened to a thermometer as an instrument to measure temperature are unjustified, Douglas argues. ‘The difficulty ... is that one is still relying upon human judgment for the data, not simply upon sensory experience, which one used to observe the memory expansion and contraction against a calibrated scale, but actually upon the complex faculties of human judgments in interaction with each other.’ [his emphasis] As such, however, they are informative about the nature of the official statistics-keeping organisations and the social meanings of suicide in Western societies.

Statistics are socially constructed by the ‘complex faculties of human judgments in interaction with each other’ according to Douglas, and these are dependent on the social meanings attached to suicide. This needs to be borne in mind when considering suicide statistics in the Palestinian setting in general, and the governorate of Ramallah in particular.

**Suicide Statistics in the United Kingdom**

The inaccuracy of suicide statistics is not unique to Palestine. Indeed, it is an important issue in the United Kingdom, as Kate Hill pointed out in her 1997 study on youth suicide. ‘The problem with statistics [is that] official suicides are far rarer than people who kill themselves.’ The shrinkage is due to the way in which deaths are classified. ‘Whilst the inaccuracy of


18 ibid., p.170. For example with the definition of ‘suicide.’ Douglas argues that the most important error involved in the use of the official statistics has been the same error as that made in the theories themselves: the assumption that ‘suicidal actions’ have a necessary and sufficient, unidimensional meaning throughout the Western world. The assumption is that the categorisation of a death as ‘suicide’ means the same thing to all social groups, strata, and individuals. It fails to see that an official categorisation of the cause of death is as much the end result of an argument as such a categorisation by any other member of society. ibid., p.229.

19 ibid., p.167.
official suicide figures is widely recognised by suicide researchers, it is impossible to correct these distortions completely. But most suicides are traceable, and to provide more realistic estimates of lives lost, researchers now identify “probable” suicides... Most of these are disguised as ‘undetermined deaths’. The details of all deaths in the UK are registered according to a standard international system for classifying causes of mortality. In 1968 this system introduced a new category which became instantly popular in dealing with less clear-cut suicides: ‘Injuries undetermined whether accidentally or purposefully inflicted’. The ‘undetermined’ death, designated by an ‘open verdict’ in the English inquest system, provided the perfect pseudonym for unproven suicides.’

This situation exists in England partly because suicide and attempted suicide remained crimes in England and Wales until 1961, and the suicide verdict still reflects its innocent-until-proven-guilty criminal heritage. A suicide verdict requires an intention to die, and the law requires that this is proven to be beyond doubt, but ‘Since a dead person’s intentions are not easy to prove, doubt is inevitable.’ Finding out the person’s intentions is an old problem with suicide and the burden of legal proof within the English system makes the under-reporting of suicide common practice. Hill found that youth suicide figures are also being eroded by tactful coroners. Inquests can be choked by considerations of stigma and private grief. A coroner can seek to minimise the impact of the drama on those implicated by sparing families a suicide verdict. In the view of one London coroner, ‘the reluctance of relations of the deceased to accept a verdict of suicide is well known.’ Insurance implications may have been taken into account by the coroner. If a man with wife and children is ruled as having committed suicide, the family may not be entitled to life insurance. Not wanting to add to the hardship of the family, a coroner may thus be disinclined to come to a verdict of suicide.

Some suicide simply cannot be detected concludes Kate Hill as she points

---

23 ibid., p.17.
to the unknown numbers who die each year in accidents which are neither classified as suicides nor undetermined deaths. Numerous self-inflicted deaths each year in the UK are classified as accidental, in particular medical drug overdoses, which may have been cries for help that back-fired. ‘Ultimately there is no clean division between suicides and other deaths resulting from risk-taking behaviour. The complexity of self-destructive impulses and their myriad interpretations mean that innumerable young deaths might be judged to have a ‘suicidal component.’”

Thus, even in a country with a long record of keeping suicide statistics, such as the UK, there are reasons why the statistics can be inaccurate. To understand why requires a knowledge, not only of the dominant historico-religious traditions of the past, but also of the socio-economic situation of the present, and the procedure by which a suicide statistic is ‘produced.’

**Suicide Statistics in Palestine**

The possible ways in which cases of actual or attempted suicide in Ramallah may or may not be counted and ‘become a statistic’ are shown in Figure 4.1. The right hand side of the diagram shows those cases which go to the local government hospital and which may be reported to the police. These reports may reach the DA’s office, be reported in the press and later be discussed in public debate. Essentially they are in the public sphere. The left hand side of the diagram shows those cases that seek private medical care and are essentially in the private sphere. This side also includes the ‘invisible’ cases, that do not seek any medical care and for one reason or another remain hidden from any outside gaze and are not included in any suicide statistics.

Consideration of each source of suicides on this diagram raises several important issues: how the sources differ, why some cases move up to the next level while others drop off, why the records are kept in a particular way, and the extent to which the statistics are socially constructed.

---

24 ibid., p.19.
25 ibid., p.20.
**Newspapers**

The most public and widely available sources of suicide statistics are local newspapers. They are important in that they do go back in time consistently. The changing nature of the content of local Palestinian newspapers through from the early 1980's to the late 1990's has already been discussed (Chapter Three).

Reports of suicide and parasuicide, first published by these papers at the end of 1996, are of particular interest for several reasons. First, because I believe it is basically these numbers that caused the public panic and moral debate and, secondly, because the statistics can be used to illustrate certain characteristics of these very public suicidal cases. They are, for example, mostly young people who have taken non-fatal drug overdoses. Also of interest is the way in which the characteristics of the fatal cases differ from those of the non-fatal cases.

**How reliable are these suicide statistics?**

Cases in newspaper suicide statistics must have reached at least Level 5 of the diagram (Figure 4.1) since the person must have gone or been taken to a government hospital, the doctors there must have informed the police, the police must have come and made a report, which would have then been incorporated into a daily (except Friday) report in the public relations office in Gaza, faxed to a newspaper and printed the next day.

However, this sequence only happened to a small minority of the cases, at least in Ramallah. Many cases were not reported to the newspapers, nor to the police, and some did not go to a government hospital, so it could be argued that the statistics are inaccurate and unrepresentative. Certainly, they miss a large number of cases. For the period November 1997 to November 1998, I recorded 52 cases of fatal suicide, attempted suicide and suspected
suicide that came to Ramallah government hospital. Yet, for that same period the police recorded only 13 cases and the newspapers only 2. Thus only about 4% of the cases recorded in the government hospital appeared in the newspaper reports. 26

**Figure 4.1: Palestinian suicide: how the statistics are constructed**

26 However, it must be taken into account that newspapers stopped reporting cases of suicide from June 1998. For the period November 1997 to June 1998 hospital entries of possible suicide cases 26, newspapers 2, that is to say almost 8%. Still, the point is that only a small fraction of government hospital cases reach the newspapers.
Findings from newspapers

Diagrams were prepared from the ‘selection’ of suicide cases in the newspaper reports and the following points were noticed (Figure 4.2).

1) The numbers of cases appear to be split almost equally between Gaza and the West Bank. The population of Gaza is about 1 million and that of the West Bank 1.5 million. This could suggest either a higher incidence or a higher level of newspaper reporting from Gaza. (Diagram 1)

2) The vast majority (92%) are attempted suicides. Of 168 cases, 154 are suicide attempts, and only ten of them are fatal, that is there are 17 times more attempted than actual suicides. (Diagram 2)

3) By far the most common method used is taking drugs, followed by other ‘soft‘ methods such as taking poison, drinking household products, such as bleach or kerosene, and even, in one case, drinking shampoo! (Diagram 3)

4) The age distribution shows that the suicide attempts (muhawalaat al-intihar) are mainly amongst young people and the 18-24 group is the largest. In contrast, the oldest age group (>45) has most cases of fatal suicide. (compare Diagrams 4b and 4c)

5) Female cases slightly outnumber males for attempted suicide, but the great majority of fatal suicides are male. (Diagram 5)

It is interesting that in spite of the unsatisfactory nature of the records, they generally accord with the main findings in the Western literature on suicide: men die from suicide more often than women; attempted suicides are much more frequent than fatal suicides and are more common among women; the most common method for a suicide attempt involves drugs or medicines; young people attempt suicide more often, whereas old people die of suicide more often. The main difference is that there is not such a sharp difference between the sexes as far as choice of method is concerned; both use ‘soft’ or non-violent methods, such as drugs and poisons.
One trend (Figure 4.3) of particular interest is the dramatic drop in the number of suicide cases in January 1997, during the month of Ramadan when people fast, pray, and are generally more social and religious so that there is a great sense of community and ‘togetherness.’ Cases of suicide were also noticed to drop dramatically in Jordan during the month of Ramadan, according to Daradkeh, suggesting a protective effect. An alternative and more skeptical view is that, in general, the reporting system is likely to be more inefficient during Ramadan since the health care professionals and police are fasting. The number of cases seemed to rise in October and November 1997 which, retrospectively, could be regarded as the peak of the public debate on suicide. The reasons for this are obscure. Perhaps the doctors or the police themselves had become more diligent about the reporting of suicide cases, or perhaps more people were attempting ‘copy-cat’ suicide.


28 There is some debate about ‘copy-cat’ suicide. Although some research suggests that films about suicide, media interest in suicide or even ironically suicide prevention programmes have at times been shown to increase levels of suicidal behaviour through ‘copy-cat’ suicide, other research shows that over a longer period - such as a year - the level of suicidal behaviour stays the same.
Figure 4.2: Diagrams showing findings from newspaper reports
What happened to these reports?

The last suicide case was reported by Al-Ayaam newspaper on 17th December 1997. Al-Hayat started reporting in November 1997 and stopped in June 1998. The last case was reported in August 1998. Since then Al-Hayat has continued to publish the police reports, but any cases that could have seemed to be suicide cases have been headed with something like ‘Woman poisoned’ without specifying whether it was accidental or intentional and without using the word suicide (intihar). When I asked at Al-Ayaam why they had stopped publishing these reports, I did not get a clear answer. One employee suggested that there were doubts about their accuracy. At a time when the police statistics were going up, the newspaper reports went down and then stopped. This suggests that a political decision was made not to report suicide cases any more in the national press.

Police sources

The police sources consisted of the local Ramallah police station and official reports from the Gaza Police Headquarters which both came into existence in 1996. I obtained two reports from the Gaza headquarters one headed
‘The Palestinian National Authority Police - The General Directorate of General Intelligence’ [which I refer to as Report A] and the other ‘The Police General Directorate - Assistant Director of Police for operations and training.’ [which I will refer to as Report B]. Some information was also obtained from a magazine entitled ‘Ash-Shurta’ (the police) which published tables of the incidence of crimes. I initially assumed that there would be continuity between these three different sources of in, but in fact they contained a considerable amount of contradictory information.

1) Ramallah police station
I managed to go through the files at Ramallah police station with various members of staff. Some police personnel were around when I was there, so I was able to ask them about some details of cases that some had attended to. There was a general air of disorganisation in the police station which had previously been the Israeli army’s headquarters in Ramallah. A few years ago a huge blue Star of David had flown above the old stone building, with barbed wires on the walls, military jeeps all around and Israeli soldiers looking out from the roof. Now it was covered with Palestinian flags, Palestinian police in dark blue uniform hung around the building, and some rather sleek looking Mercedes were parked outside.

The Criminal Investigation Office was chaotic and dirty. The paint on the walls was peeling off and an assortment of things lay around gathering dust, including a clothes hanger. Files and records were stuffed onto some shelves. The main office’s furniture was dominated by a large desk covered with papers, ashtrays filled with cigarette butts, coffee glasses with the remnants of coffee grains, and dust - a depressing scene. It felt like how I imagined the PLO to have been in Lebanon or Jordan, as fugitive freedom fighters, with a feeling of temporariness. Much of how the PNA runs operations makes you think that the same ‘revolutionary’ mentality is still being used, rather than one more suitable to the building of a national government.

In a side office there was a new computer where statistics were being compiled. A young head-scarved (muhajabe) girl, a returnee from Lebanon, was working. She helped me gather the information. Most of it was not yet
computerised and of that which was computerised there seemed to have been several data entry errors when it was checked with the files. I was told that files are made for fatal suicides, but not for attempted suicides, for which only a report is made and no one knew what happened to these.

Findings from Ramallah police station statistics (Figure 4.4, Table 1 and Table 2)

1) The numbers are small, with a total for 1996 to 1998 of 10 fatal suicides and 24 attempted suicides.

2) As in the newspaper reports, suicide attempts outnumber fatal suicides, but not to such a great extent. Suicide attempts represented 70% of all cases, whereas they represented over 90% in the newspaper.

3) There is no clear difference between the sexes. Of the 10 fatal suicides, five are male and five are female. Of the 24 suicide attempts, 10 are male, 13 are female, and in one case the sex is unknown. Thus female suicide attempts are slightly higher in police station records, while in the newspaper reports they clearly outnumbered male attempts.
Figure 4.4 Tables showing findings from police sources for RAMALLAH Governorate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Fatal suicides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Attempted suicides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Police Report A (Gaza)**

**Table 3. Fatal suicides 1997**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place of Crime</th>
<th>Method of Crime</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Reasons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13/8</td>
<td>town</td>
<td>falling from a high place</td>
<td>(male)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>psychological state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>25/12</td>
<td>town</td>
<td>taking pills</td>
<td>(male)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>family problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8/9</td>
<td>town</td>
<td>falling from a high place</td>
<td>(female)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>mental illness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4. Attempted suicides 1997**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place of Crime</th>
<th>Method of Crime</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Reasons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10/7</td>
<td>town</td>
<td>iron instrument</td>
<td>(male)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>family problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13/7</td>
<td>village</td>
<td>taking pills</td>
<td>(female)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>family problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>17/9</td>
<td>town</td>
<td>taking pills</td>
<td>(male)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>family problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4/12</td>
<td>village</td>
<td>taking pills</td>
<td>(female)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>failure in studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/12</td>
<td>town</td>
<td>taking pills</td>
<td>(male)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>family problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5. Attempted suicides 1996 (no fatal suicides for 1998)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place of Crime</th>
<th>Method of Crime</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Reasons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25/3</td>
<td>village</td>
<td>poisonous substance</td>
<td>(female)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>family problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17/7</td>
<td>town</td>
<td>taking pills</td>
<td>(male)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>family problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8/9</td>
<td>village</td>
<td>taking pills</td>
<td>(female)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>family problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1/11</td>
<td>camp</td>
<td>poisonous substance</td>
<td>(male)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>family problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5/11</td>
<td>town</td>
<td>falling from a high place</td>
<td>(female)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>family problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15/11</td>
<td>village</td>
<td>taking pills</td>
<td>(male)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>family problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Police Report B (Gaza)**

**Table 6. 'Cases where there is suspicion' for 1998 (no Report B for 1997)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases Where There is Suspicion</th>
<th>Type of Incident</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
<th>Jul</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sep</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUICIDE</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempted Suicide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisoning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drowning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falling From a Height</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


4) In many cases the age is missing from the records. However, for those cases where it is recorded, the 18-24 year old group is the largest and about 80% are under the age of 30.

5) By far the most common methods used, as in the newspaper reports, are drugs and poisons. The only violent method mentioned is falling, or rather throwing oneself, from a height. This was the method chosen by five cases, causing four fatalities. Interestingly, all of these cases were female.

A similar overall picture is presented by both the police and the newspaper reports, with suicide attempts apparently made mainly by young people using drugs and poisons. However, in the newspaper statistics the sex differences are much less clear cut.

2) Official reports from Gaza

The two police reports from Gaza, on suicide in the Palestinian Authority areas of the West Bank and Gaza, Report A and Report B, contradict each other, as well as the local Ramallah police station list with regard to the numbers of cases. Report A has the names listed so some can be traced, but Report B has only summarised numbers of cases, so it is much more difficult to understand what their origins are.

The categorisation of suicide in police reports needs to be explained. The first tables of police statistics that I could find were from the back of the police magazine, ‘The Police’ (Ash-Shurta). These dated from 1996 and were listed under a category ‘Honour crimes and suicide’ (qadaaya sharaf wa al-intihar). In Report B of 1998 suicide and attempted suicide were under the category ‘Cases where there is suspicion’ (qadaaya mushtabih fee). Also included in this category were incidents of poisoning, drowning and falling from a height.

---

29 For the full list of crimes in Report B see Appendix A.
30 Honour crimes (qadaaya sharaf) no longer formed a specific category. Presumably they are now classified in the ‘murder section’ which includes premeditated murder, attempted murder, unintentional murder and manslaughter. ‘hatak’ard’ literally means ‘dishonour’ - but in this case it refers to rape rather than honour crimes which refer to when a brother, father or other family member kills a woman who is suspected of having had extramarital sexual relations.
**Report A**

Report A turned out to have the years 1997 and 1998 mixed up! I am sure this is so because the names are there and I saw the cases of suicide that came into Ramallah Hospital between November 1997 and November 1998. If it had not been possible to match up the names and dates, then these statistics would be nonsensical for the two years for which they were issued. Report A records for 1997 (corrected year) three suicides and five suicide attempts and for 1998, six suicide attempts. (Tables 3, 4 and 5)

**Report B**

Report B is for 1998 only and reports that in the Ramallah area there were two fatal suicides and four suicide attempts. (Table 6)

The most noticeable aspect of these two reports is how the suicide statistics have generally shrunk during transfer from the previous police source (the local police station) to the police headquarters in Gaza:

**Table 4.1: Comparison of suicide statistics from police sources**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Police Station</th>
<th>Report A</th>
<th>Report B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicides</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempts</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicides</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempts</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As with the other reports, the cases seem to be young for all of them being under the age of 30, except for one fatal case. There is no clear majority for attempted suicide as far as sex is concerned: in 1997, three were male and two female, and in 1998 three were male and three female. These figures will be referred to again when comparing the different statistics obtained.
District Attorney’s Records

The District Attorney (DA) records all criminal incidents, including cases of suicide and attempted suicide. Up until the arrival of the PA and the introduction of computers in 1997, the records were maintained by an assistant to the DA who entered by hand each week the criminal incidents that had been brought to the DA’s offices in Ramallah court in the West Bank.

The search for records at the DA’s offices in Ramallah court lasted for a few months. Periodic visits were made and each time the records were requested, official papers from the university were shown, cups of tea were drunk and general chit chat was centred on research and the ‘situation’. At first an assistant to the DA told me that the old records had been lost, and that no one knew where they were. Later, he said that he had been told they were in the basement and under so much dust and dirt that they were irretrievable. When he realised from my frequent visits how much I wanted to see the records, he said that he sympathised with me as he too had been a student, and the next time I went he was delighted to tell me that they had found the records in a metal cupboard down the corridor.

We arranged the large and very dusty books into years. The earliest records dated from 1985. The handwriting was so unclear it appeared to bear little resemblance to Arabic! I was told that there had been an extremely old clerk working in the court who had been there for so long that no one wanted to fire him. After his death, the handwriting improved somewhat but it was still illegible at times. To help me, a friend from the dormitory where I was living kindly spent a few afternoons going through the records with me in a very hot and dusty side room.

Each entry consisted of the date, the name of the defendants, and where they were from, the nature of the crime and additional details. It was sometimes unclear whether the date was that of the incident or the court hearing. Indeed, sometimes both were written down, but it appeared that in most cases the date was that on which it was brought to court or to the DA’s office.

An assistant DA told me that these records are more accurate than the police
records because they have been investigated and bogus suicide cases, such as cases of suspected suicide that were found to have been omitted.

These records are the only ones to go back as far as 1985 in some kind of continuous order. The hospital records, for instance, turned out to be in complete disarray with missing records, inexplicable gaps, and sudden changes in procedure. With the DA’s records there is one book for each year and all books are available. There are, however, a number of reasons to be concerned about their reliability:

1) Same bias as police records. Since the only source for the DA’s records is the police, the figures suffer from the same bias related to police sources in that there are a large number of missed cases which have not been reported to the police, or for which the police have not made a report after being informed.

2) Avoidance of Israeli judicial system. Up until 1996 the DA was under the Israeli military authority so it is possible that people were less willing to report cases. Several doctors mentioned that even though they knew that the law required suicides to be reported, they tended not to do so. This behaviour formed part of a general reluctance to turn to the Israeli judicial system. Indeed, since the early 1980’s many Palestinians have actively tried to avoid the Israeli system as a form of civil disobedience. Although this movement was particularly strong in the camps, it was also broad-based. Conciliation committees (lajan as-sulh) were set up as an alternative as a means of resisting Israeli occupation.31

3) Suicides weighted more than attempted suicides. It is possible that the DA’s office, particularly prior to the establishment of the PA, would be more likely to investigate cases of fatal suicide than attempted suicide, so they would be more likely to be recorded.

4) Human error reading the records. Cases could have been missed because of the poor handwriting and the fact that it was only possible to go through the records once.

31 The conciliation committees (lajan as-sulh) formed as alternatives to the Israeli courts have been mentioned in Chapter Three (footnote 14).
Findings from District Attorney’s records

The data collected from the DA’s records was represented diagrammatically and three important points can be made. (Figure 4.5)

1) There has been a huge increase in the overall number of suicide cases recorded since the arrival of the Palestinian Authority. In 1996, there are 23 cases recorded representing a 44% increase from the highest pre-sulta recorded level. In 1997, there are 61 cases recorded, representing a 281% increase from the highest pre-sulta recorded level. (Diagram 1a)
Figure 4.5: Diagrams showing findings from District Attorney’s office records
2) Attempted suicide cases show a more noticeable increase than fatal suicides. Fatal suicides seem to stay at the same, rather low level throughout, whereas the level of attempted suicides seems to be more variable. During the years of the Intifada, the number of attempted suicides goes right down and for several years there are no reported suicide attempts, until after the arrival of the Authority when they shoot up. (Compare Diagrams 1b and 1c)

3) Male suicide cases, both fatal and attempted, are in the same proportion (31.3% and 16.7% respectively) as female cases (Diagrams 2a and 2b). It is only in this source of statistics that male suicide attempts are equal to female; usually the female suicide attempts outnumber the male. It may be that people are less willing to take women into the public law court than men and that women are somehow being guarded against entering the public domain which is generally the reserve of men.

Although the reliability of the numbers should be regarded with some suspicion, they do not contradict the hypothesis that fatal suicides remain at low and relatively constant levels, whereas attempted suicides are more susceptible to politico-economic changes. During the Intifada the rate dropped to only two or three cases per year and then shot up to 54 in 1997. It is interesting that all the reports show that fatal suicides and attempted suicides seem to have somewhat different characteristics, as is suggested by most Western literature on the subject.

However, these statistics have to be considered in context. Public interest provoked by the newspaper reports may have increased the reporting of suicide cases. With the arrival of the PNA annual records of criminal incidents had to be compiled, and by the beginning of 1997 there was a requirement for suicide attempts (muhawalaat al-intihar) to be reported to the DA. These factors let to more people reporting suicide attempts. Changes in reporting rather than in actual incidence are likely to have played a role in the increase.

---

32 If this was taken as accurate it would give a suicide level of the last 12 years of roughly 0.44 fatal suicides per 100,000 per annum.
Hospital Records: 1981 to 1997

The next line of investigation was to look for cases of suicide in Ramallah Hospital, which is the government hospital. It was built in the 1960’s and, until recently, its emergency room (ER) was the only one in Ramallah. This hospital is shown in Figure 4.1 as one of the first places where a suicide would be recorded.

The procedure for recording cases of suicide that come to Ramallah Hospital is shown in Figure 4.6. When a person is admitted after a suicidal action there are four places this should be recorded: the ER record book, the patient’s file, the department records, and the admission records.

If someone dies in the ER, arrives there dead, is discharged or not admitted after treatment, this should be recorded in two places: the ER records’ book and the ER sheets file. All of the above documents provide a space for entering a diagnosis, apart from recording the patient’s name, age, sex and address. So, theoretically, it should be possible to go through the records of Ramallah Hospital and gain an idea as to how many cases of suicide or attempted suicide have come there and also to obtain some basic demographic data about them. However, this was not possible for two main reasons, the first related to the storage and upkeep of these records and the second to the recording method itself.

1) Record storage (Figure 4.6)

Records are stored in two large mobile containers, the size of two average-sized caravans, which are called ‘The New Archive‘ and ‘The Old Archive.’ The New Archive is meant to contain the department records, admission records and patients’ files from the previous five years. After that period the department records and admission books are put into the Old Archive and the patients’ files are thrown out. After a year or so, the ER sheets files are thrown out. This is what is said to happen, but in reality the system was in a state of disarray.

The New Archive, with the patients’ files, had some sense of order, and people come and use it to get files for insurance purposes, or the police
may use it for criminal cases. However, many of the department records and admissions records seem to have disappeared. The head nurse of the Internal Medicine department, who has been there for well over 20 years, swore that he had handed in the department record book to the New Archive at the end of 1998. I had seen the book in June 1998 and had the data from January to June, but before leaving wanted to check the data for July to December. He came with me to the New Archive, but the department book was nowhere to be found: in the space of three months the book had been lost. This was fairly typical; the admission books were found for only part of 1995, and huge gaps existed throughout the sequence of department records and admission books.

Patients’ records for the previous five years appeared to be in some kind of order although many were certainly missing. However, it would have been extremely impractical to use these as a means of looking back over that period as there were at least 5,000 sheets for each year.

Eventually, I went through all the ER, Department and Admission Records that could be found by going through the Old Archive for as far back as possible. The records were patchy as they were not well maintained and huge numbers of books and records were missing, especially for the Intifada years (1987 to 1992).

When I asked to go to the Old Archive everyone laughed and said that no one goes there. I was even told that there were rats! When I finally got the key and went in it was a complete shambles. You could hardly get in. From floor to ceiling was a jumble of papers, files and books. Stifling heat and choking dust. Tape, receipts, old chairs, x-rays. It was an incredible sight. With a friend, I offered to tidy up. We cleared the way so as to get into the container and separated records from random, jumbled-up papers, but the separated rubbish was still there nine months later when I visited the hospital just before I left Ramallah. I was told that it was illegal to burn any of the records without authority from the PNA, but neglecting them does not appear to be! So, although a system of recording existed, most documents had been either thrown out or lost.
Figure 4.6: Recording system for suicidal cases in Ramallah Hospital
2) The method of recording
All the documents indicated in Figure 4.6 - the ER sheets, the ER record, the patients file, the department and admissions records - have a space for entering the diagnosis. Unfortunately, this is filled in very rarely and haphazardly; often the form was either blank or indecipherable. So obtaining data from these records was hampered by the following problems:

i) Missing entries. No entry had been made.

ii) Indecipherable entries. Apart from poor handwriting, indecipherable records could be attributed to the records being kept in English. Doctors are expected to be able to read English which is the language of medicine in all Arab countries except Syria, which uses Arabic since it is argued that this saves Arab countries from having to translate medical and scientific journals. In Egypt and Jordan, where most students train within that country in English, this requirement is fair enough, but the problem in Palestine is that until three years ago there was no medical training there. Many students travelled to Eastern European countries, since they were cheaper than Western Europe and some other Arab countries, and studied in the language of that country, be it Russian, Hungarian or Rumanian. On returning to Palestine, many of these doctors then had enormous difficulties adapting to practising in English. This has clearly had an effect on the standard of note taking. The inability to spell basic English words and medical terms means that many doctors hide behind squiggles. In Ramallah Hospital, notes written by nurses were clearer than those written by doctors. The nurses train locally in Palestine, in English using English text books.

ii) No clear diagnosis of suicide. A legible diagnosis may have been entered, but it is not clear if it is related to a suicidal act or not. For example, ‘drug poisoning’ is entered but no indication is given as to whether it was self-induced or accidental.

33 It is presently still limited to a handful of medical students who can train in Palestine. The constraints are the high cost of the course and the limited facilities in Palestine.

34 Perhaps not just in Palestine!
Findings from hospital records prior to 1997

Although the system had virtually collapsed, and record taking was inconsistent and inaccurate, a few points can be made about those records that were seen:

i) The word suicide is not mentioned in any records before 1997.

ii) Cases with the diagnosis ‘drug poisoning’ and aged between 17 and 30 were found. It is possible that at least some of these were suicide attempts. In 1998, when I was able to see patients entering the hospital, the medical label ‘drug poisoning’ and an age between 17 and 30 often indicated a suicide attempt. This is evidence that the ‘suicide phenomenon’ is not an entirely new phenomenon.

iii) The most noticeable trend was the apparent drop during the Intifada. This may have been because the records were less well kept and the hospital staff were having more problems with time and resources, but records were made of many cases of gunshot wounds and tear gas-related casualties. (Figure 4.7)

Figure 4.7: Ramallah hospital records of suicide prior to 1997
Thus, although the numbers produced by searching the hospital records were extremely inaccurate, the exercise did produce some information.

**Cases of suicide coming to Ramallah Hospital **  
**November 1997 to November 1998**

Having soon realised the patchiness and unreliability of hospital records, I decided to set up a recording system of sorts for a one-year period while in Palestine. The hospital director agreed to ask nurses and/or doctors to phone me whenever a case of suicide or attempted suicide came to the ER. They were all informed by letter.

I spent the month of November 1997 mainly in the emergency department of Ramallah Hospital helping doctors and nurses in my capacity as a medical student. This meant that everyone knew who I was and that I was doing research on suicide. During the year I would phone up periodically and ask if any cases had come in, or I would come in and see the doctors and nurses and ask them about cases. I would also come in every few weeks to go through the ER sheets and record any cases that could possibly have been suicide attempts.

When the hospital informed me of a case, I would go immediately and see if it was possible to talk to the patient, even if this meant going at night, although occasionally, I would be told that a patient would certainly be admitted that night, so I would go early in the morning and try to see him or her then.

On meeting the patient, I would either talk to him or her then and there, using a questionnaire as a guide for the interview,\(^35\) or ask if it was possible for me to visit them at home. If they agreed, I would arrange a time to go and try and record an interview with them on tape. It was impossible to record the interview in the hospital itself. The emergency room consisted of a row of five beds with flimsy curtains in between and there was a constant stream of people wandering in and out, such as friends, relatives, people seeking quick medical advice and policemen.

---

\(^{35}\) A questionnaire for patients was developed asking for details such as age, sex, marital status, educational level, employment, residence, reasons for the suicidal behaviour, economic and social situation. Basically the questionnaire asked about risk factors which have been previously shown to be associated with suicidal behaviour.
If I missed an attempted suicide case in the ER, for reasons explained later, I would get their name and address from the ER sheet and try and go to tape an interview with them. The ease with which this could be done varied considerably from case to case.

**Methodological Problems**

**Missed cases**

The aim was to see all ‘cases’ in the relative neutrality of the hospital setting. As a medical student my presence was not unusual, which meant that I could talk to patients quite easily on their own and explain why I was there, why I wanted to talk to them, and assure them of confidentiality. It was thought that in this setting the ‘patient‘ would be more able to talk freely without the worry of explaining to his or her family what we were talking about. Generally, this was the case for the people that I managed to see in the ER. Seeing patients in the hospital also enabled me to gain their trust on home visits, since I did not just appear to them as a random stranger. In spite of the arrangements I had made, some cases were missed for the following reasons:

i) Notification not received. On a few occasions, the mobile phone which I had acquired to enable me to be informed by the hospital when cases were admitted, did not receive the message. Unfortunately, as there was no phone in the dormitory where I lived at the time, this was the only way I could be contacted directly.

ii) Notification not given by the hospital. Sometimes nurses were too busy to phone me, since the emergency department of Ramallah Hospital is very busy, with people constantly coming in hoping to receive free or cheap treatment, especially in the evening or at night when other health centres are closed. A few of the doctors and nurses were not particularly keen on informing me. From their comments it appeared that some did not regard suicide as a serious or an important topic. Suicide attempts were thought of as ‘hysterical’ and attention seeking and not worth wasting my energy on. Others thought the topic unsuitable for a Palestinian girl coming from ‘outside’ and did not understand why should she come and see these people whom they viewed with some disdain. Others would tell me a week afterwards, ‘Oh yes, there was a case... but
in the middle of the night... how would you get here?’ Sometimes
the implicatiwas that a respectable Arab girl shouldn’t be going
around in the middle of the night. Others knew that I was in a
dormitory with a curfew so, thinking one step ahead, said they had
assumed I would not be able to get out.36 The nurses, however,
were generally very helpful, more so than the doctors. A few
became good friends and were very reliable and would always
phone if there was a case during their shift.37

iii) Notification received, but patient not contacted. On a few occasions
the hospital informed me of a case, but by the time I got there,
which might have been less than an hour later, the patient had
been discharged, either by him/herself or his/her family. Sometimes
it was difficult to get to the hospital quickly as I often travelled
around to other parts of the West Bank, in particular Jerusalem,
Nablus and Jenin. It takes about two hours to get to Ramallah from
Jenin. A couple of times I was told that a patient would be admitted
and yet when I arrived the next morning he or she would have
been discharged in the middle of the night.

iv) Absence. I was abroad for two three-week periods during the year
(December 97 to January 1998 and June to July 1998) and although
I had tried to set up an alternative system to take over in my absence,
it did not work very well, and several cases were missed during
these two periods.

Overall, the system of recording, although rather basic, improved as the
year went on. Particularly important was the fact that the doctors and nurses
saw that I always came in whenever anyone from the hospital spoke to me
about a case. My improved relations with the nurses proved crucial.

In the hospital
Almost always I managed to chat with the ‘patient’ though this would

36 Indeed, the first time I was called I was unable to get out! I was locked into the dormitory and unable to get out
until 5a.m. the next day. I eventually got special permission to get a key ONLY to be used to go to the hospital for
research purposes. This was done in secret, no one else was to know that I had the key.

37 Indeed, a couple of times they were overly-enthusiastic and I would find a case was highly unlikely to be
suicide, but be told that anyway it was an excuse to drink coffee with them!
depend to some extent on his or her medical status. Only on one occasion was it completely impossible when access was blocked by the woman’s father who refused to allow me anywhere near her. I arranged with a nurse that he should slip a note into her hand as he took her blood pressure. It had my phone number on it but she never called. Her father appeared to have complete control over her and this was not relinquished in any way in the hospital, although in general, such power might be expected to be diminished in the hospital setting, faced with the medical authority and its trappings. In this particular case, the reason for the overdose was the father’s authority: he had banned her from going out to work as a computer teacher, and said that she was to stay at home from then on.

**Going through the records**

I went through every ER sheet to check that no cases had been missed completely. Often a nurse would tell me, when I came in, that he had heard of a case coming in the previous week, so I would know where to check. However, for the sake of thoroughness I went through every sheet and any case that could possibly have been a suicidal case was noted down with the intention of then going to check it. However, there were a number of problems with these sheets:

1) Unclear diagnosis. Frequently doctors did not write more than a couple of words and those words were often illegible.

2) Vague address. Even if a diagnosis was decipherable and said, for example, ‘drug poisoning’ there might be a problem with the address. Usually only one word entries were made on the ER sheet of the name of the town, village or camp, such as Ramallah, Kobr or Al-Amary. By far the easiest people to find were those from the villages. With the family name and the village name, it was highly probable I would find the person in question. This is largely due to the system of knowledge used in the Ramallah area and the way in which communities have developed. Most villages are based on a few different clans (hamoola). So in a village, I could ask for someone from a particular family and ask them for the person that I wanted to talk to. When I was looking for someone from a camp I could go to the camp’s UNRWA office and ask there. They would either know immediately, or occasionally they would check
electricity bills (which went through the office) for the name I was looking for. If the address was simply that of a town, such as ‘Ramallah’ or ‘Al-Bireh,’ it was almost impossible to trace a person after their departure from the hospital. I tried asking in the municipalities, post offices and the new telephone company and did find a couple of people this way. However, a number were untraceable, and I have entered them in the category of “?SA” or “??SA” on the list that I compiled of cases of suicide that came to Ramallah hospital during the year that I recorded cases.

“?SA” means a case that was very probably a suicide attempt according to the doctor’s diagnosis on the sheet, such as ‘suicidal case’ or ‘voluntary drug ingestion’ or according to reports from nurses.

“??SA” represents a possible suicide attempt as when the diagnosis was, for example, ‘drug poisoning’ or ‘drug ingestion’ which could also have been accidental. The question mark indicates that I was unable to trace the ‘patient’ and therefore check up on what had happened.

“SA” represents a definite case of attempted suicide, I had seen and spoken to the individual concerned or doctors, nurses and police had assured me that that particular case was a suicide attempt.

3) Lack of basic demographic data for the missed cases. For those cases that I did not see, I was unable to find out basic data such as marital status, level of education, or employment. The ER sheets only record name, age, sex, address and medical notes.

Findings from emergency department of Ramallah Hospital November 1997 to November 1998 (Figure 4.8)

1) During the year 52 suicide cases were recorded. Non-fatal suicide attempts were much more frequent than fatal suicides. There were up to 48 cases of attempted suicide (approximately 92%) compared with only four cases of fatal suicide (approximately 8%). (Diagram 1)

2) The cases were generally young. By far the largest age group was the 18–24 group which included over 50% of all suicide cases. Almost 75% of all suicide cases were under the age 30. (Diagram 2)
Figure 4.8: Diagrams showing findings from Emergency Room of Ramallah Hospital from November 1997 to November 1998
3) The majority of the cases, almost 60%, were female. (Diagram 3)

4) By far the most common method used was drugs of various types which accounted for almost 70% of all methods used. The next most common method was bleach, followed by other ‘soft’ methods including poisons, vinegar concentrate (rouh khal), kerosene and even, in one case, of cologne! Other methods were falling from a height (fatal), lacerations, and insecticide with one case in each category. (Diagram 4)

5) The data on marital status is missing in more than a quarter of cases (38.5%) as it is not entered in the records. Of the remainder approximately 31% were single, 27% married and 4% divorced. (Diagram 5)

6) Most cases (48%) came from urban or residential areas, while approximately 37% were from villages and, the smallest group came from camps (15%). (Diagram 6)

No clear trends are evident over the year, apart from the low level during the month of Ramadan which occurred in January and a considerable increase in the month after. There seems to be more cases in the summer/early autumn months which happens to be the wedding season, I think an important factor was the improvement in my relations with the nurses over the year with a consequent improvement in the recording system.

**Figure 4.9: Suicide cases recorded in Ramallah Hospital between November 1997 and November 1998**
Discussion of data from all public sources

Having gathered as much information as possible from the various public sources described above, the information was compared. From Table 4.2 below two important conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, the extent to which cases move up the reporting ladder, and secondly, the inadequacies of the official statistics.

Table 4.2 Summary of statistics obtained from public sources November 1997 to November 1998

The main observation to be made from the table is the decrease in the number of suicides reported, and thus included in the statistics, as the records move up to the next level. Few of the cases entering hospital are recorded in official police statistics and eventually published in a newspaper. From 52 cases of possible suicide recorded in Ramallah hospital, over the year, 13 were recorded in Ramallah police station statistics. Ten in the official suicide statistics Report A, six in Report C and only two in the national newspapers.

Since only about 4% of possible suicide cases reach the newspapers, there is some justification in people saying that the reports are only the ‘tip of the iceberg.’ Certainly, the vast majority of suicide cases, at least in Ramallah, were not reported in the newspapers.

Reasons for under-reporting

Various reasons can be suggested for the number of cases ‘dropping off’ at different levels. Reports from hospital to the police Ramallah Hospital does not invariably report cases to the police. There may be pressures from the family who want to keep the incident quiet and do not want it to move further into the
Doctors in the emergency room may be simply too busy to inform the police. Although the doctors are legally required to report all suicide cases, this is apparently to enable police to investigate a possible crime, such as an attempted murder, rather than to investigate suicide as a crime. Doctors may feel that in a clear case of self-harm there is little point in bringing in the police. Obviously, the patient usually prefers that the police are not informed.

There are proportionately fewer female cases in the police statistics compared with the number of cases entering Ramallah Hospital. It appears that doctors are less likely to report female cases. This might be because female patients are usually brought into hospital by male family members who would be seen as the people to deal with a woman’s problems, almost as ‘protectors,’ so that doctors are less willing to interfere. Possibly doctors are aware of the potential problems caused by the police getting involved and more people finding out about a shameful incident which, particularly in the case of women, could damage their reputation. An additional factor is that doctors may be less likely to take female patients seriously. When a woman comes into hospital and is labelled ‘drug poisoning’ the staff’s response is often to refer to the case as ‘lovelitis’ or ‘dala’-itis.’ The underlying assumption is that the reason for the attempt is emotional and therefore not serious. It could be that when a man attempts suicide there is greater suspicion that he has more serious problems, such as being mad, bad, immoral, or on drugs. Maybe women are simply better at persuading the hospital staff not to inform the police.

There are proportionately fewer suicide attempts compared with fatal suicides in the police statistics than there are in the Ramallah hospital statistics. This may be because less female cases are reported and female cases are more likely to be attempted suicides. Alternatively, doctors deem only potentially life-threatening cases as worthy of being reported to the police. I tended to find that the sex difference was a more important factor in the doctors’ decision as to whether or not to report cases to the police.

**Police recording of statistics**

Once a case is reported to the police it may not be included in the statistics.

38 dala’s means to be spoilt/overly-pampered
In the local police station I was told that a file is only made for fatal suicides. While a report is written for attempted suicides, a file is not made. This procedure makes it much more likely that attempted suicides are not included in statistics. At the time of my visit, various members of the police were entering crime records onto computers by going through the files but not the reports.

The data on suicide cases was not entering a well worn system of information gathering. The PNA police organisations in 1997 to 1998 were only a few years old and the offices appeared to be in a somewhat chaotic state. The large number of missed cases may be just one symptom of the time of change and readjustment that new PNA organisations are going through.

Who decides when a suicidal action becomes a statistic? The reporting of a few cases was followed up from entry into hospital to see why some were recorded by the police and others were not. It seems to be important who the patient is accompanied by, particularly in the case of women, and the gender of the patient. It is not always the patient who decides whether their action was suicidal or not.

**Amal’s case**
Amal came into Ramallah Hospital in December 1997 having taken a packet of paracetamol. She was brought in by her husband who was very concerned. She had taken the pills after an argument with him. Her stomach was pumped and she went home. The doctors were going to inform the police but decided not to after the husband convinced them of no wrong doing. Thus the police have no record of this suicide attempt.

**Areej’s case**
Areej, a 24-year-old single woman was brought into hospital by her elder brother in August 1998 having taken an overdose after an argument with her sister’s fiance. She was clearly very emotional and exhausted. She said she had taken the pills with the intention of killing herself but said it was a mistake. She left after having her stomach pumped. The police were not informed and her brother took her home.
Dana’s case

Dana also came into Ramallah Hospital in December 1997 having taken an overdose of painkillers. She was a 22-year old final year English literature university student from Gaza studying in a West Bank university. She was brought in by a girlfriend from the student dormitory. She told the nurses that she wanted to die. The doctors both informed the police and called me. [It might have been that because they called in ‘the researcher from outside‘ that they also called the police.] She told me that she was distressed because of a relationship with a male student and wanted to die. She told the police that she had been studying for an exam and had had a headache and so, by mistake, kept on taking pills until she realised that she had taken too many. She said she did not want to die and laughed when they suggested she had tried to commit suicide. She begged and pleaded with the two police officers not to tell her family. In the end, the police recorded her case as a case of attempted suicide with the reason recorded as ‘study problems’.

Bassam and Ghassan

Both Bassam and Ghassan, 28 and 20 respectively, came to Ramallah Hospital during 1998 having taken overdoses. Neither had taken a large overdose and both denied having taken the pills with the intention of committing suicide. However, in both cases the police were informed and their cases were recorded as suicide attempts (muhawalaat al-intihar).

Kareem

Kareem, a 40-year old unemployed labourer from a village, was brought into Ramallah Hospital by his friends in August 1998 having taken an overdose. He said that he was fine and refused treatment. The police were informed and his case was recorded as a suicide attempt.

The above examples show the lack of a clear policy regarding informing the police but some of the reasons mentioned above do seem to apply. In general, doctors and police, rather than the patient, decide whether a case is suicidal, and doctors seem to be more likely to inform the police about male cases than female cases brought in by male family members.
**Police headquarters recording of statistics**

The reason for the discrepancy between the police station statistics and the ‘official statistics,’ is difficult to pinpoint clearly, but could be due to a number of factors: a disorganised system, poor communication between Ramallah police station and the Gaza office, or even the geographical separation from the local police station. I was told that Gaza health statistics in general, and the suicide statistics in particular were more accurate than those from Ramallah. This might be attributed to the proximity of central headquarters in Gaza to the local Gaza police station, which could possibly promote better communication.

**Deficiencies of newspaper statistics**

The observed discrepancy between the ‘official statistics’ and the newspaper reports is difficult to explain. It is curious that, in the middle of 1998, while the number of suicide cases were increasing in Ramallah Hospital and police reports showed rising numbers of suicides, the newspaper reports stop completely after June 1998. As suggested elsewhere, this may have been due to a public moral panic that lead to a political decision not to publicise these cases.  

**Peculiarities of official Ramallah statistics**

In comparison with most other governorates, Ramallah appears to have a very low number of suicide cases recorded in the official statistics. This may be because there are various alternatives available for residents of Ramallah who do not want to go to the government hospital: new private hospitals, numerous private doctors, and Jerusalem hospitals and Israeli hospitals less than an hour away. The official police statistics were much higher for Nablus than Ramallah. However, not only is Nablus more populous, in Nablus police station there was a female police officer who had formerly been a social counsellor and who had a special interest in cases of suicide. It is possible that this made the hospital staff there more

39 I am not sure about Al-Hayat but Al-Ayam newspaper is certainly pro-Fatah. That the Palestinian press has become controlled by the PNA in general, and by Arafat in particular has been widely documented. This period is sometimes referred to as the ‘Age of Arafat’, such is his domination of nearly all Palestinian affairs.
willing to contact the police and that the police were more ready to respond, or it might be that Nablus really did have higher suicide levels.

In sum, the situation described above shows the dangers of taking police statistics at their face value owing to the complexity of the factors underlying their compilation.
Having considered the situation in the private sector with regard to the production of official statistics, the relationship of the private sphere can be considered. The various organisations and individuals that may become involved are shown in Figure 4.1.

**The doctors’ questionnaire**

Although it was generally believed by those health professionals I consulted, particularly those in government hospitals, that the majority of suicide cases would be taken to Ramallah government hospital, a few suggested that in some cases private help might be sought. It was important to discover where these patients were taken in order to find out how representative my figures were for the year November 1997 to November 1998. To elucidate the situation, I developed and administered a simple questionnaire to as many “private” doctors as possible in Ramallah governorate. This aimed to find out three things:

1) Where ‘patients’ went besides Ramallah Government hospital, and whether private doctors were referring suicide cases to the government hospital, or to private hospitals, or were they simply treating them and sending them home. Also whether the death of such a patient would be recorded as a suicide.

2) The characteristics of the patients that went to private doctors, such as whether they showed an age and sex distribution similar to those who went to government hospitals.

3) Whether the doctors themselves noticed any trends such as a recent increase in the number of cases of suicide.

---

40 It was often difficult to categorise a doctor as ‘private’ as many may have a job in the main government hospital (Ramallah Hospital), or work in government clinics in villages in the morning but have a private practice in Ramallah in the afternoon.
The format of the questionnaire was simple. It asked three main questions:

1) Have you ever seen a case of suicide or attempted suicide?
2) If yes, when did you see the most cases: before, during or after the Intifada?
3) In your opinion as a doctor practising in Ramallah has there been an increase in suicide over the last few years?

If the doctor had seen any cases, he or she was asked to fill in a simple form for each case:

- Of the act itself: date, age, sex, type of residence (town, village or camp), educational level, employment and type of suicide.
- How did you come to see the patient?
- How did you treat the patient?
- In the event of going to a hospital what type of hospital did the patient go to?

From the replies given to the questionnaire, it was hoped to form some idea as to where cases went other than the local government hospital.

**Methodological problems and biases of the data**

A number of serious problems associated with this method of data collection need to be taken into account, and although interesting, the statistical results should not be taken too seriously! The neat diagrams make it dangerously easy to forget the small size of the sample as well as the biases behind that sample.

1) **Lack of an efficient mailing system**

Using a questionnaire to gather information from over a hundred doctors would be much simpler if there was an efficient mailing system, which there is not. A letter from the Arab Bank in the centre of Ramallah can take four months to reach a house in Ramallah, if it arrives at all. However, even with an efficient mailing system, I doubt whether the response from doctors would have been very high. There is no ‘mailing culture’ as such which, in view of the lack of an efficient mailing system, is hardly surprising.
2) Time consuming nature of delivering and collecting questionnaires by hand

Thus, the only way to administer this questionnaire was to go to each and every doctor with the questionnaire and ask him or her to fill it out. However, doctors often have a number of practices. Some may work in a hospital during the day and a private practice in the evening; others may work both in a village practice and a town practice; and most private GP’s rent a couple of rooms in different parts of the town where they see patients during office hours. The office hours vary from doctor to doctor and may sometimes vary from the time announced on the door. Although most doctors had practices in the town, these were not necessarily close to each other, although they were nearly all within half-an-hour’s walking distance of the town centre. After finding a doctor and waiting to see him, sometimes up to an hour, he would often be too busy to fill in the questionnaire immediately which necessitated a return visit. The next time, the doctor might again be busy or might not have filled in the questionnaire. Visiting each doctor twice involves at least 200 visits, and if three times, 300 visits etc. If an hour is spent getting information from each doctor, a total of over 100 hours is involved. This outline gives an idea as to how time-consuming this exercise was. There were only two or three group practices or small clinics where I could leave a few questionnaires and come back and collect them all together. My own limited time meant that some doctors were missed from the sample.

3) Missed doctors

Some doctors did not fill in a questionnaire as I could not find them. I obtained a list of the doctors who were in the doctors union (naqaba), but I soon found out that this did not include all the doctors practising in Ramallah. Some, for political or personal reasons, had left the union or never joined. One doctor whose name was on the union list, I was specifically told not to go and see as he was a collaborator and an “x” had been put next to his name.

4) Low response rate

Overall, I think I managed to get a response rate of around 50%, that is about a hundred out of the almost 200 registered doctors. However, many of the missed doctors were specialists in areas unrelated to suicide, for
instance, dermatologists, ophthalmologists, and paediatricians. Out of the
general practitioners the response rate was higher, perhaps 60% or 70%.
These are only estimates owing to the difficulty of determining how many
practising GPs there are. The health system in Palestine is somewhat
confusing, particularly in the private sector. It appears that just about anyone
can put up a sign saying that he is a doctor and then start practising.41

5) Memory and Motivation: Under-reporting and Inaccurate
reporting of cases

Doctors were often busy and not very motivated to fill in the questionnaire
at all, let alone enter as many suicidal cases as they could remember. Some
did not see the point of the questionnaire and so had to be persuaded and
cajoled to answer the questions. None of the private doctors appeared to
keep systematic records of the cases they had seen, so they had to rely on
memory. Hence, I am sure that many cases, particularly those that occurred
some years ago would have been forgotten. Assuming that people
rememoremore of the recent past than the distant past, more cases would be
expected to be reported recently than in the past. The reporting of the cases
themselves is also quite inaccurate. Many doctors could not remember the
date of the suicide case nor the patient’s details, such as age and marital
status at that time, as they had since seen so many different medical cases
and the suicidal case was one which had occurred a long time ago. However,
for 1998, the year I was particularly interested in, memory would be expected
to be more accurate and the figures to be more reliable than for other years.

6) Repeated cases

Besides under-reporting, there was also some ‘over’-reporting in that a few
of the cases appeared to have been repeated. For example, there was a
suicidal attempt by a 19-year-old boy from a refugee camp in November
1998. I saw him in the government hospital and spoke with his family and
some friends. They reported that he had spent the year retaking the school
leaving certificate (tawjihi), which he had failed again that summer. He
was helping his father in a workshop. After an argument between them, the

41 In my opinion, the lack of regulation of medical practice is one of the most serious and worrying aspects of
Palestinian medical care. Of course, as occurred in England, it is very difficult to regulate private doctors as they
often have considerable financial and social power.
boy went off and drank half a bottle of an organophosphate (‘feledol’). He remained in Ramallah hospital for several weeks. He did not die, but was left permanently brain damaged. This incident was reported on the questionnaires by four doctors in four different ways:

i) The camp doctor:
   24-year-old single male, camp, reached preparatory school, labourer suicide attempt, poison, half bottle of feledol, went to government hospital

   He wrote that he had visited the man in hospital.

ii) Private endocrinologist:
   22-year-old married male, camp, reached preparatory school, labourer actual suicide (reported died after 2 days in hospital), drug - organophosphate went to government hospital

   Not clear how he saw him, reported that he had transferred him to hospital (?).

iii) Hospital doctor with private practice:
   19 year old single male, camp, secondary school, labourer suicide attempt, poison, feledol (organophosphate compound) seen in hospital

iv) Private GP:
   18-year old single male, camp, secondary school, ?work suicide attempt, poison - organophosphate transferred to the hospital

These four versions of the same case show how the details can vary and thus that the data from the questionnaires contains some considerable inaccuracies. Allowance was made for such obviously repeated cases when preparing the charts, but there may be repeated cases I am unaware of as the details vary too much for them to be recognised as the same case.

7) Doctor’s length of practice

Some of the older doctors who had practised in Ramallah prior to the Intifada
were now dead, and many of the younger doctors had only started to practise after the end of the Intifada, so they could only talk of cases since the Intifada, and were not able to comment on trends.

**Findings from doctors’ questionnaire**

**Positive outcome**

By visiting all the doctors, I could discuss the issue of suicide with some of them and some made interesting comments. The main aim of the questionnaire had been to find out more about where suicide cases were going for treatment and, in that sense, it was useful.

**A) Destination of the suicide cases**

According to the questionnaire, and this was confirmed by talking to other health professionals, suicide cases that did not go to Ramallah government hospital might go to a number of places: GP’s or other private doctors, one of three private hospitals in Ramallah with an emergency room, that is Khalid Hospital, the Arab Care Hospital, the Red Crescent Hospital, Al-Makassid Hospital - a private charitable hospital in Jerusalem - or Israeli hospitals. (Figure 4.1, left hand side)

**Private hospitals**

These hospitals have only started to have ER in the past few years, that is since the signing of the Oslo agreement. Khalid and Arab Care are fairly new hospitals.

**Khalid Hospital.** On talking to doctors in Khalid Hospital (and administering a questionnaire), I was told about four cases of suicide: three attempts and one actual.

**Arab Care.** Staff here reported two cases of attempted suicide, neither of which was reported to the police.

**Red Crescent Hospital.** The staff in the emergency room said that they had not seen any cases, but I felt perhaps they could not be bothered to fill in a form.
Al-Makassid Hospital (Jerusalem). During the year, I spent some time training in the Al-Makassid hospital, which is a Charitable Islamic Hospital situated on the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem. Recently, a psychologist and a counsellor have been added to the social services department. The psychologist reported that some cases of suicide had come from Ramallah, and she believed they had chosen to come to Jerusalem as the family knew that it was highly unlikely that the Palestinian staff or administration would inform the Israeli police which govern Jerusalem. However, since 1994, one year after the Oslo agreement, the Israelis have tried to close off the rest of the West Bank from Jerusalem and there is a military checkpoint on the road from Ramallah. To get past it you need either a foreign passport, a Jerusalem ID card that shows you are a resident of Jerusalem, or a permit to enter the city. This rules out most West Bankers. Although there are ways of getting around the checkpoint, it still prevents people from using Al-Makassid as frequently as they did previously.

Israeli Hospitals. A psychiatrist in Ramallah suggested that a few cases may go to Israeli hospitals as they would be assured of secrecy. However, it is often difficult for Palestinians in the West Bank to obtain treatment from these hospitals since the cost of treatment is very high, they do not have medical insurance and they have relatively low salaries, in comparison with Israelis.

The majority of cases of suicide that the doctors saw just after the patient had taken the suicidal action were reported to have been transferred to hospital (68.8%). In 8.6% of the cases the patient was already dead, and in 22.6% of the cases the patient was treated and sent home.

In the 106 cases the doctor specified what kind of hospital the patient went to: 76 (71.7%) went to the government hospital and 30 (28.3%) went to a private hospital. During 1998, the year that I was recording and seeing cases in Ramallah government hospital, the doctors reported 18 cases of

---

42 Some doctors saw suicide cases after they had received the emergency treatment, that is, they were treating them for the later effects of the suicidal act. For example, a private ENT surgeon saw a woman who had broken her jaw after throwing herself from the top of a building. Other doctors saw the patients for other reasons such as for endocrinology problems or psychiatric treatment but, as their doctors, they knew about their suicide or attempted suicide.
suicide, seven went to the government hospital (38.9%), five to private hospitals (27.8%) and six did not go to hospital (33.3%).

B) The characteristics of the patients seeing private doctors (Figure 4.10)

1) Most cases overall were young, and fell into the age group 18 to 24 years. As in the public sphere, however, when the cases were split into fatal and attempted suicide, the two groups showed different age distributions. For attempted suicides by far the largest age group was 18 to 24, with only two attempted suicides over the age of 45 years, whereas fatal suicides were more evenly distributed among the age groups, the greatest number being in the group 31-45 years. Whereas 77.6% of the attempted suicides were under the age of 30 years, only 41.1% of the fatal suicides were. (Diagrams 1a to 1d)

2) The majority (64%) of all suicide cases were female. Again, however, when attempted and actual suicide were separated the characteristics were somewhat different. For the fatal suicide the majority were male (60%) and for attempted suicides the majority, by far, were female (75%). (Diagrams 2a and 2b)

3) The most common method used overall was medicinal drugs (53.7%), with poisoning\textsuperscript{43} coming next (17.6%). When the fatal were separated from the attempted suicides, again they showed different characteristics. The fatal cases used drugs proportionately less (only 22.9%) and employed more violent methods such as burning, hanging and lacerations, besides poison. The attempted suicide cases mainly used drugs (64.5%) (Diagrams 3a and 3b). There were sex differences: the use of drugs is much more common in women (65.5%) than in men (31.9%). Male cases used proportionately more poison than women and more male casused violent methods such as burning, hanging and lacerations (36.1%) in comparison to women (11.4%).\textsuperscript{44} Interestingly however, only women were reported as having thrown themselves from a height,

\textsuperscript{43} This group includes harmful fluid substances consumed other than medicine eg.insecticide.

\textsuperscript{44} This is not including “throwing oneself from a height” as a violent method. If it is included, then the percentage rises to 20.6%.
representing 9.2% of the methods used by women. This is interesting as the police station statistics for 1998 included four cases of fatal suicide and all were female, all threw themselves from a height. No men were reported as having thrown themselves from a height.

4) The cases overall were quite evenly split according to marital status: 44.1% were single and 49.3% were married, while 2.9% were divorced. In this sample, the fatal cases of suicide were more likely to be married: 62.9% were married and 31.4% single. In the attempted suicide cases there was also a difference but the other way round: more attempted cases were single (48.7%) than female (44.7%), but the difference was much less. (Diagrams 4a and 4b)

5) No particular place of residence predominated: overall 37.5% were from the town, 43.4% from a village, and 13.2% from a camp. However, whereas fatal suicides were mainly from the villages (62.9%), the majority of attempted suicides were from the town. However, the number of attempted cases from the villages (34.2%) was similar to that from the towns (39.5%). Only 18.4% were from the camps. (Diagrams 5a and 5b) However, if the normal distribution of the population in Ramallah between towns, villages and camps is taken into account, the percentages of the suicide attempts from the towns and camps appears significantly higher than normal.45

C) Trends

The methodological problems of collecting this data have been described and must be borne in mind. Often the doctors were relying on memory so the cases they report should not be taken in the same way as those recorded in writing. Nevertheless, the findings are still interesting.

If the fatal suicide trends reported by the questionnaire are compared with those for attempted suicide, the levels of the former seem to remain more stable and at a low level, whereas the attempted suicide levels do seem to

45 The normal distribution of the population between town, village and camp in Ramallah is approximately: town 22% (44,738), village 72% (145,853) and camp 6% (13,162). Figures from Final 1997 census results, Population, Housing Units, Buildings and Establishments, Ramallah/Al-Bireh, published 1999.
rise considerably after the end of the Intifada. (Diagrams 6a and 6b) This parallels the situation in the public sphere. There are a number of possible reasons for these figures other than this being the actual situation. It could be that doctors reporting cases from previous years are more likely to remember fatal suicides than the suicide attempts. Also, some of the doctors had only started to practice in Ramallah recently and 23% had been practicing for less than five years, so a rise in the number of cases reported recently would be expected.
Figure 4.10: Diagrams showing findings from doctors questionnaire
Of all the doctors questioned, 46.8% said they had seen at least one case of suicide and 53.2% said they had never seen a case of suicide. However, if just the GP’s replies were considered, since some of the specialists would not necessarily see suicide cases, then 67.4% of GP’s said that they had seen at least one case of suicide.

The period after the Intifada was given by 43.2% of the doctors as the period when they had seen most cases of suicide. In contrast, 15.9% said they saw the greatest number during the Intifada and 18.2% before the Intifada. The remaining 22.7% did not answer this question. When only GP’s were considered, the distributions were similar although a slightly higher proportion reported seeing the greatest number of cases during the Intifada (24.1%) and fewer reported seeing the most cases before the Intifada (10.3%).

When asked, ‘In your opinion has suicide increased over the past few years?’ 45.7% of all doctors said, ‘Yes’, 31.9% said, ‘No’ and 19.1% said they did not know, while 3.3% did not respond. Of the GP’s, as many as 62.8% said they thought it had increased and 23.3% did not; 9.3% said they didn’t know and 4.6% did not respond. Of course, these figures only reflect their opinions which have been subject to a variety of influences, including the often cited newspaper reports of suicide.

**Significance of the results of the questionnaire**

The results of the questionnaire produced information which enabled the situation in the private sphere to be more fully understood, as shown diagrammatically in Figure 4.1. Cases not referred to the government hospital, go to private hospitals in Ramallah, Jerusalem and Israel, while others are only seen by a private doctor.

The characteristics of the cases described by the doctors are generally similar to those found in the public sphere as well as to those found in studies in the West. Females attempt suicide more than males; males succeed in suicide more than females; attempted suicides are mainly young; fatal suicides generally older. Women are more likely to use drugs and other ‘soft’ methods, whereas men are more likely to use relatively violent methods.
In spite of the imprecise nature of this data, it is interesting that the trends reported show a greater rise in attempted suicides rather than fatal suicides, which seem to have stayed at a low and more or less constant level. A further important finding is that ‘suicide’ is definitely not a new and foreign entity in the West Bank; doctors reported seeing cases of suicide as far back as 1965.

**Invisible Cases** (see Figure 4.1)

Some instances of suicide never appear in the statistics. From hearsay, it seems that women in villages may try to commit suicide by burning themselves or throwing themselves down a well which may be recorded as an accident. Stories of this kind emanated from the villages of the north of the West Bank, in particular, and corresponded with tales from the northern villages of neighbouring Jordan.

A nurse told me that she had recently found out that a woman who had burned herself severely some 15 years earlier had done so in order to kill herself. All attempts to talk to her were turned down by her husband who was worried about confidentiality and, understandably, wanted to put the whole incident into the past. Cases such as these are truly private, they are usually not heard of and go unrecorded.

When medical treatment is not sought, deaths are attributed to accidents, and some non-fatal suicidal acts are treated at home. The possibility of this last option is borne out by the results of a study on bullying in schools which included a question on suicide. The confidential questionnaire was completed by about a thousand school girls in Ramallah governorate and found out that 25% had thought of committing suicide and almost 7% had attempted suicide. Of these, 34.8% did not get any medical treatment, that is they were invisible cases. Also, 22% of the school girls knew someone who had attempted suicide.

Presumably such cases are only a small minority of the actual suicide cases but this cannot be substantiated in the absence of hard evidence. They should,

---

46 Hala Salim was carrying out PhD research on bullying in schools. As part of her research she administered a questionnaire to school girls in the Ramallah area. A question on suicide was included. Institute of Community and Public Health, Birzeit University, 1997.
however, be borne in mind when trying to estimate suicide rates.

**Estimating the annual incidence of suicide in Ramallah.**

Having assessed all the sources and considered the biases and other factors involved, I think that an estimate can be made for rates of actual and attempted suicide in the Ramallah area for the one-year period during which I was collecting data there, from November 1997 to November 1998, but estimates before that are problematic. See Table 4.3, where the findings from the public and private sphere are summarised and minimum and maximum estimates for rates of suicide are made.

When compared with other countries these rates of suicide and attempted suicide are very low. Globally, some of the highest fatal suicide rates per 100,000 are recorded for Hungary at 38.6, and Sri Lanka at 33.2. The lowest rates are in Venezuela at 4.8, and Mexico at 2.3. The UK and Israel rates are 7.9 and 7.8, respectively. In Europe, the highest attempted suicide rates are among women in France, at 462, and the lowest among men in Spain at 45. Of course, the rates of fatal and attempted suicide estimated for Ramallah are the absolute minimum rates. As already mentioned there are many cases which could have been missed from this calculation. However, these estimated Palestinian rates are still far higher than those calculated from the official Palestinian statistics.
Table 4.3 Estimating the annual incidence of suicide in Ramallah, November 1997 to 1998

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PUBLIC SPHERE</th>
<th>Ramallah Hospital</th>
<th>Ramallah Police Station</th>
<th>Official Statistics</th>
<th>Newspaper Reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suicide attempts (SA)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Probable' Suicide Attempts (?SA)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Possible' Suicide Attempts (??SA)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicides (S)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRIVATE SPHERE</th>
<th>GP'S</th>
<th>PRIVATE HOSPITALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>Khalid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OTHER (INVISIBLE) CASES*

No statistics available

*Refers to cases that are not included in any statistics as they are not brought to medical attention

ESTIMATE OF THE RATE PER 100,000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suicide Attempts</th>
<th>Suicides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ramallah Hospital</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP's only</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Hospitals</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Makassid Hospital</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israeli hospitals</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimum rate:

Since the population of Ramallah is about 200,000, rate per 100,000 is obtained by dividing 42 by 2

Therefore, minimum number of suicide attempts per annum is 21

Minimum number of fatal suicides per annum is 2.5

Maximum rate:

Including cases of "probable SA" and "possible SA" who entered Ramallah hospital = 42 suicide attempts + 12 'probable' + 4 'possible' equals 58

Dividing by 2, as above, gives the rate per 100,000 as 29

i.e. the maximum number of possible suicide attempts that received some medical care apart from the invisible cases.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

After tracing the history of our 20th century Western obsession with using numbers to understand nearly every aspect of life, it is conceded that numbers can be useful in building up an epidemiological picture, looking for trends, and quantifying the magnitude of an issue, such as parasuicide. However, it is emphasised that the numbers themselves are not always the product of ‘objective knowledge’.

The process of gathering suicide statistics has been described and used to highlight the many factors, including social forces, which lie behind the numbers and mould and influence the construction of the statistics. Overall the data analysed enables some conclusions to be drawn about suicidal behaviour in Palestine:

1) Suicide is not a totally ‘new’ phenomenon or ‘foreign’ mode of behaviour. It was popularly thought that it did not occur in Palestine, nor in the Arab world, but evidence has been found to show that suicide and attempted suicide have been taking place for at least the last 30 years.

2) The epidemiological picture built up from public sources appears to be very similar to that found in the West, with different characteristics for attempted suicide and actual suicide. Attempted suicide is much more common, being largely carried out by young people, mainly women, often using ‘soft’ methods such as drugs. Fatal suicide appears to be generally committed by older age groups, more often by men, using more violent methods. A particular feature of the Palestinian setting is the use of insecticides, which provide a readily available method of suicide for those who work on the land, and probably reflects the high proportion of people living in villages and the dominant ‘peasant’ background of many Palestinians. Throwing oneself from a height seems, at least in the case of Ramallah, to be a method almost exclusively chosen by women.

3) The picture built up from ‘private’ medical sources seems largely to concur with the picture built up from public sources.
4) It is almost impossible to comment on the truly private cases of suicides, such as those of women in villages who were reported verbally as having burned themselves, or other self-caused deaths or injuries classified as accidents. My attempts to talk to people who had attempted suicide in this way were unsuccessful.47

5) Looking back into the past to find trends was also found to be difficult. However, it did gradually appear that fatal suicide levels may have remained at much the same low levels for the last 30 years, whereas there does seem to have been some increase in the number of cases of attempted suicide, particularly those who overdosed on medicinal drugs.

As West Bank Palestinian society becomes increasingly ‘modern’, it may be that distressed people are increasingly turning to ‘modern’ types of self-harm or suicidal behaviour, such as taking drug overdoses. Verbal reports from older doctors do seem to suggest that fewer women are now attempting suicide by burning themselves, which may be regarded as a more ‘traditional’ method.

At the start of the chapter the issue was raised whether the ‘suicide phenomenon’ of the late 1990’s, which was the subject of much public discourse, was the result of a moral panic or due to a real ‘phenomenal’ increase in the incidence of suicide. There is no conclusive answer, but I suggest that two main changes have been taking place in parallel. First, there has been a slight increase in the number of suicide attempts, which may be attributed to the historical, social and political context of the period (described in Chapter Three) and, second, there has been an increase in the public recording and reporting of cases of suicide. Both factors have together helped to trigger a moral panic.

47 A psychiatric nurse Najah Munasra who teaches psychiatry in a nurses training college in Ramallah also wanted to investigate these suicide cases of women burning themselves, particularly in the village of the North of the West Bank, after getting reports of such cases from her students from those areas. She found it too difficult and abandoned the study.
Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

Several conclusions can be drawn from this thesis which has tried to put suicidal behaviour, in all its complexity, into a social, economic, political and historical context.

The statistical material (Chapter Four) indicates that even when ‘invisible,’ undocumented cases are taken into account, levels of suicide and attempted suicide in Arab Palestinian society are low when compared with other regions of the world, although suicide attempts by overdosing may be on the increase.

It appears that cultural rules about suicidal behaviour as seen in the thoughts, ideas and attitudes discussed (mainly in Chapters Two and Three) still hold. Ultimately the act of killing oneself is that of an individual, but Kral argues that ‘it is less a solo venture than a product of a collectivity of ideas.’ And, I would add, circumstances.

The public response to the ‘phenomenon’ of suicide in the West Bank, or ‘moral panic‘, was found to be strongly influenced by the ideas about self-killing and self-harm in Arab (mainly Islamic) thought, that formed part of the local context. The panic in Palestinian society appeared to serve to reinforce cultural rules on suicide and, indeed, Cohen, argued that moral panics serve to reaffirm cultural attitudes.

Although the levels are low, the existence of suicidal behaviour the Arab Palestinian society of the West Bank is graphically borne out by the biographical material in the interviews from the cases of parasuicide seen. The suicidal actions of these particular men and women have been seen to be a means of communication when words fail, an act of protest or rebellion, a cry for help and attention, or an act of desperation when an individual’s


49 See also Littlewood’s paper ‘Agency, opposition and resistance: a systemic approach to psychological illness in sub-dominant groups’, in T.Pollard & S.Hyatt (eds), Sex, Gender and Health, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1999, pp.137-161, which discusses the instrumentality of overdoses: ‘Whilst the reasons given by-
will to go on living in particular circumstances in society has been lost.

In some cases the difficult circumstances of those who attempted suicide appeared to have been exacerbated by prominent social institutions, such as marriage and the family, in that the individuals found themselves to be in a powerless or anomalous position within them.

**Parasuicide, gender and the concept of honour**

For women in the West Bank social status has been seen to be largely determined by marital status. Each state, unmarried, married or divorced, results in certain strains. Society has high expectations for the unmarried woman to be chaste, the daughter to be dutiful, and the wife and mother to be obedient. Some of the women interviewed felt unable to cope or simply unappreciated. Since for the majority of women life revolves around the family, and there are limited alternatives or outlets available, they can experience a marked sense of entrapment being confined to house and family.

Men are also subject to high expectations. They can feel pressurised to find work, to make money, and to provide for, support and protect their family, all of which can make them also feel trapped and confined by their situation.

Although the worlds of men and women, shown by the narratives, are very different, there is a danger in creating monolithic stereotypes in any society, including those of the Mediterranean and Middle East. ‘The category of “women” is no more monolithic than that of “men”’, according to Nancy Lindisfarne, ‘Anthropological descriptions have often emphasised idealised, hegemonic versions of gendered identities and ignored the shifting reality of people’s experience as gendered beings.’ She finds this emphasis is particularly evident in the literature of honour and shame. The categorical images of dominant competitive men and passive women presented in summary accounts are often contradicted in more extended ethnographic descriptions. She says that ‘When attention is paid to everyday negotiations...

---

-the individual for ‘taking overdoses’ are often expressive... they may be instrumental - that is they are explained in terms of the desired consequences of the act, such as the desire for support or understanding.’ He adds, ‘While overdoses can be seen as strategies designed to avoid or change specific situations, the experience of the principal is one of distress, social dislocation and extrusion.’ p.141.
involving men and women a range of variant masculinities and femininities emerges.\textsuperscript{50}

Two interviewees in this study, Samira and Diab, illustrate this by showing some behaviour that could be labelled as more typical of the opposite gender. Samira is educated and works to support and provide for her husband and children. Although she complained about her low social status due to her ineffective and wayward husband, she also said that she preferred it when he reverted to his drug addiction because ‘I would feel bigger than him, and than him’, which is a sentiment more typical of a male. When Diab is threatened with desertion by his more educated fiancee, because she thinks she can find a better man, he resorts to an apparently impulsive overdose, which is soon regretted and seems to be a plea for attention more typical of the behaviour of a female parasuicide.

Over-enthusiastic use of the concept of honour can result in unfortunate stereotyping and is criticised by Herzfield who believes that the notion of a pan-Mediterranean honour code contributes to a sort of ‘exoticism‘ in a potentially damaging way\textsuperscript{51}. Separating out Mediterranean cultures by focussing on honour, leads to such a strong sense of ‘otherness’ that it discourages comparisons with other cultures. It may be used to indiscriminately separate them from their neighbours and suggest that whole populations are incapable of concerted industrial and economic development.\textsuperscript{52}

Nevertheless, there are ideas in the anthropological literature on Mediterranean concepts of honour and shame appear to fit well with the data I collected and help to explain many aspects of Palestinian society, particularly with regard to the position of men. It is, however, impossible for such concepts to cover the messy complexities of social life, and divisions between the sexes can be less clear cut and more ambiguous than they initially appear.

\textsuperscript{50}N.Lindisfarne ‘Variant Masculinities, Variant Virginities’, in A.Cornwall & N.Lindisfarne (eds), Dislocating Masculinity: Comparative ethnographies, Routledge, London, 1994, pp.82-3.


\textsuperscript{52}ibid., p.87.
If a society is considered from only one gender perspective, only half the picture is seen and experiences common to both men and women may be missed. A study of suicide in Palestine which looked only at women would surely conclude that many women feel confined and long to escape. This would add fuel to the belief that Arab women are trapped and suppressed, which is certainly true in many ways, but it would miss the fact than men in Palestine also feel trapped and long to escape. However, whereas women want to break free from the house, men want to break free from the society altogether.

**Parasuicide and powerlessness**

The interviews I made and the epidemiological data I gathered in Ramallah between 1997 and 1998, show that not only are certain aspects of suicidal behaviour in Palestinian society similar to Western suicidal behaviour, but the incidence also accords with Hodes’ conclusions when he reviewed the epidemiology of overdosing in the West, that ‘the highest rates occur among the least powerful in society: the young, women, the unemployed and those in lower socioeconomic groups’\(^{53}\). However, it needs to be borne in mind that my data may be subject to bias due to methodological problems, the small size of the sample, and unavoidably missed cases.

According to Hodes, the groups with the highest suicide rates are ‘the least powerful in society’. Detailed epidemiological studies carried out in the UK support a link between powerlessness and overdosing and Hodes explains that ‘this may be because they [the relatively powerless in society] are ineffective communicators as they lack the language skills, or because their verbal communications do not maintain the attention of the intended receiver or produce the desired effects’\(^{54}\). His ideas are also applied to the ways in which young people and women deal with the power of the dominant group in other parts of the world on the basis of reports from social anthropologists. Most famously, in what appears to be a cry for changes in parental behaviour towards them, young men and women in Tikopia attempt

---


54 ibid., p.329
suicide by swimming or canoeing out to sea. Other behaviour which appears to be a way for the relatively powerless to gain some power from the dominant groups, include zar. The zar sick role tends to be adopted by urban Sudanese women when they fail to live up to an expected female role, do not find a suitable spouse, have unsatisfactory marriages, fail to produce children, or are married with children yet find life unsatisfactory.55

In Palestinian society, the cases of parasuicide in this study, which were largely overdoses, certainly seemed to come from the least powerful groups. Notable was the substantial proportion of newly married women who are in the least powerful position within the household.

Life without work is devastating for men and some of the narratives build a picture of the realities underlying high unemployment figures, and the damaging effects of the high unemployment and poor economic situation. The situation in the West Bank has deteriorated dramatically since the Oslo agreement and in Gaza the unemployment situation is even worse with access to Israel even more tightly controlled with Arab workers having to obtain security passes and walk each day through a long tunnel to get into Israel.

Also illustrated by the narratives are the damaging effects of occupation, political violence and war. Suffering can be long-term and wide reaching for the pain does not stop when the killing stops, the imprisonment is over, or a peace treaty is signed. Indeed, the Oslo Agreement and ensuing peace treaties have not even managed to stop the killings, injuries, house demolitions and land confiscations. The tales of these men and women show the ‘ripple effects of war’, the repercussions of an occupation which has sought to strip the population of their land, culture, identity, and traditional ways of life. There is no ‘Peace in the Middle East’. The suffering continues. The levels of anxiety after the Intifada in 1994, were shown by psychiatrist Samir Quota’s study to be higher than the levels in 1984.

When society comes under stress, the greatest strain falls on the ‘weakest’ members of the society. In fact, they need enormous strength in order to deal with their situation, particularly Muslim women who, given the tremendous stresses described, have more reason than ever for resorting to such measures as overdosing. Perhaps ultimately this thesis is a testament to the strength women and other powerless groups in Arab Palestinian society need to have, rather than the weakness of the particular women who attempted suicide.

**Modernisation and Westernisation**

Are the so-called ‘modernisation’ and ‘Westernisation’ of Palestinian society leading to patterns of suicidal behaviour increasingly similar to those in the West? There does appear to have been an increase in overdosing in the 90’s in comparison with the 80’s, although it is not possible to estimate its magnitude. Could this be the result of an increase in the degree of Western-type individualism? If so, it may be that other aspect of mental illness, previously thought of as more ‘Western’, such as depression and eating disorders, will also become increasingly common in non-Western settings such as Palestine.

It is interesting to note that Littlewood writes, “‘Overdoses” appear to be a relatively discrete reaction which appears, historically and geographically, culturally specific to industrialised societies, especially to the United States and Britain.’ Such biosocial patterns of behaviour’, he writes, ‘frequently articulate personal predicament but they also represent public concerns, usually what we may take as core structural oppositions between age groups or the sexes. They have a shared meaning as public and dramatic representations in an individual whose personal situation demonstrates these oppositions... At the same time they have a personal expressive meaning for the particular individual for whom they may be regarded as individually functional (‘instrumental’).” Basically he argues that these patterns of behaviour, such as overdosing, ‘appear to occur where major points of

56 See R.Littlewood, op.cit., 1999, pp.143-144. He adds, ‘How “conscious” the principal is of pragmatically employing the mechanism as a personal strategy is debatable but it may be noted that medical observers have frequently described these reactions as “dissociative.”’
political and cultural oppositions are represented in a particular subdominant individual’s rather drastic situation and thus, not surprisingly, where the everyday resolution or affirmation of power relationships are inadequate as perceived solutions to the problem.\textsuperscript{57}

\textbf{Coping and Coping Systems}

Indeed, it must be not be forgotten that the interviewees in this study were selected on the basis that something had ‘gone wrong’ with their lives in that they had reached a level of distress that had led them to harm themselves to the extent that the act was considered suicidal. There are, of course, men and win Palestinian West Bank Society who have managed to cope by adjusting and adapting to difficult and changing circumstances and, in comparison with most Western countries, the estimated level of suicide and attempted suicide is still low. It can be postulated that this is related to the strength of the family, religion and the community which give many people a sense of belonging.

When young people in Gaza who had actively participated in the Intifada were studied by Brian Barber, a surprising resilience was revealed and he commented ‘how remarkably competent adolescents can be’.\textsuperscript{58} From in depth interviews with 23 young men he remarked ‘Perhaps most impressive... was the degree to which these young people saw beyond themselves to the concerns and needs of the broader society. Adopting their society’s agenda of redressing historical oppression and inequity was clearly the driving motive behind adolescent involvement in the Intifada. Stereotypic adolescent thrill at risk and danger was evident only occasionally.’ Barber regarded the commitment which was maintained during years of sustained violence and trauma as extraordinary.\textsuperscript{59}

A surprising resilience was also shown in his study of 7,000 high school students who had participated in the Intifada. Barber attributed this resilience

\textsuperscript{57} ibid., p.147.
\textsuperscript{59} ibid., p.31.
to the power of cultural norms and values and the psychological meaning that the conflict had for the child participants and their level of ideological commitment to the underlying cause. ‘Although Arab cultures in general place high value on family, education, and religion, the rather unique history of Palestinian tension with or isolation from other Arab cultures, and the decades of occupation by Britain and Israel, appear to have accentuated the importance of these values for the survival of the culture.  

He proposed that the limited impact of involvement in the Intifada on parenting revealed the institutional resilience of the Palestinian family in the face of politically based conflict. Indeed, he concluded elsewhere that, ‘Now, some years after the formal end of the struggle, negative consequences can still be observed, mostly in heightened participation in some forms of deviant behaviour. For those who are well integrated into the value-rich social institutions of family, education and religion, this effect was not apparent.  

This conclusion of Barber’s fits in well with my own observations, particularly for the men. The individuals whom I interviewed had shown ‘deviant’ behaviour, such as by attempting suicide, and appeared to be poorly integrated into the social institutions of the family, education and religion. Indeed, they sometimes seemed to be in an ‘anomalous’ position, particularly with regard to the family. Even so, the generally low level of suicide and attempted suicide suggests the value of the social institutions in helping people to cope with life’s stresses.

**Implications and Recommendations for Social Policy**

There are a few measures which could be taken to reduce stress levels, although some of the sources of the difficulties faced by the men and women who attempted suicide are difficult to change, in particular the political and economic situation. Continued Israeli hegemony over the region is restrictive and often punitive, including closures of the West Bank, control of vital resources such as water, restrictions on trade and industry, and continued

---


human rights violations in the form of imprisonment, land confiscation and house demolitions.

1) Provision of employment for men
Strategies to provide means of employment for men should be at the top of the PNA’s agenda. There are surely some measures that could be taken even though they are working within such a difficult framework of restrictions.

2) Reduction of wealth differentials
The PNA should certainly take steps to curb the dramatic increases in wealth differentials between the rich and poor which only add to many people’s sense of frustration and resentment which is often directed towards the PNA.

3) Bolstering social institutions: the family, education and religion.
The social institutions of the family, education and religion have been seen to be fundamental support systems that help people cope with difficult circumstances. Indeed they, and their social and cultural values, are considered the main reason why Palestinians have shown such resilience in the face of very adverse conditions, so any measures which bolster the family are helpful. Poor economic circumstances put a strain on families, a further reason for needing an improvement in for the economic situation. Education was severely disrupted during the Intifada and needs to be strengthened.

a) Reducing domestic violence
A number of the women interviewed had taken overdoses while or after having been beaten up and abused by their husbands, so campaigns to reduce levels of domestic violence, such as the ‘Violence Against Women‘ campaign, could be helpful. Family response seems to be very important in affecting the outcome of a case of parasuicide. When the family listened and took action, for instance by criticising the husband for his behaviour towards his wife, the situation appeared to improve. An interesting finding was the role of the mother-in-law in restricting her son’s behaviour towards his wife. The family’s role could be reinforced by religious leaders if they discouraged men from abusing their wives. The aya which condones beating
one's wife is often quoted to justify beating, but there are many other ayas and hadith which commend the husband who looks after his wife well. As with family cohesion, poor economic circumstances can be an important factor in domestic violence.

**b) Discouraging early marriage**
Several women's groups are trying to tackle the issue of early marriage, although this can be a sensitive matter in a society which often encourages it. Frequently this is for economic reasons, so it is another stress factor that should be reduced by an improvement in the economic situation. Early marriages can be happy and successful, but they are a problem when they are not and the woman is unhappy, divorced, or has lost her opportunity to become educated. This study has shown that girls often marry in an attempt to escape from an unhappy family home or to increase their freedom. Educational institutions, such as schools, could highlight the potential difficulties of marrying young, while at the same time they could provide activities for adolescent girls so that their lives are not solely filled with often mundane schoolwork and housework. They should be strongly encouraged to finish high school before marrying and legislation to this effect could be beneficial. Some of the more enlightened religious leaders and institutions could also play a role in encouraging families to allow girls to finish their education before marrying.

4) Provision of help in the public domain - the stigma of mental health

**a) Psychologists and psychiatrists**
Like many societies, Palestinian society is divided between public and private domains. Mental illness is often stigmatised, psychiatrists are seen as being for 'mad' people only, and most suicidal behaviour is generally kept in the very private domain of the home and family. It is therefore difficult to intervene. Similar problems were faced in the UK when trying to deal with domestic violence. The police were very uneasy about entering people's homes to deal with domestic violence which was considered to be in the private domain and outside their public remit. This distinction of the two domains and the stigma attached to mental illness is very important. After I had interviewed each of the men and women, I gave them Dr Mansour's number and told them that they could go and see her, free of
charge, if they ever wanted someone to talk to. They only needed to phone her to make an appointment to go and see her in Birzeit University, yet during the year of this study, only two people responded and went to see her. Not only would it have seemed strange to go to a psychologist, but it would also be difficult, particularly for women, to leave the house, go to Birzeit and talk to a ‘stranger’, thereby entering the public domain.

b) Women’s groups.
The attitudes above form part of the dilemma faced by some of the new women’s groups in Ramallah town. Some have smart reception rooms, but I feel that they must seem a very alien environment to many women and make them feel extremely uncomfortable. The well meaning ‘modern’ women with tight jeans, big hair and make up who run the groups are full of energy and ideas, but must appear to be from another world to the women whom I interviewed, who had lead very sheltered lives at home, surrounded almost continuously by relatives. This heavy reliance on family means that if it fails to provide support, and the women’s groups are intimidating, there are few places to turn to. Efforts should be made to provide more accessible alternatives.

c) Provision of health professionals with relevant training in hospitals
One way to ‘gain access’ to suicidal cases is in hospital, as I did in this study. The patient is already in the public sphere, which is less alien to them than the women’s centres or other public places. While in hospital, cases of suicide could be referred to a social worker, counsellor, psychologist or a nurse with some psychiatric training. A suitable member of staff would need to be available in the hospital 24-hours a day and would also need to develop a good relationship with the other health professionals, especially the doctors and nurses.

If each attempted suicide case could be listened to and interviewed about their situation then perhaps they could be helped. In some of the cases that I saw, small things could have been done to improve their situation. For example, with Diab, an improvement in the control of his epilepsy through more careful medication could potentially have been very useful. Mustapha could have been assisted more directly by helping him to get free health insurance for his wife.
I was anxious when I started this study in case nobody would want to talk to me, a stranger, about their very private problems. However, I found that nearly all of the people I interviewed appeared to appreciate being listened to and genuinely enjoyed being able to talk freely to someone who was not related to them or part of their immediate social circle and who was also not judgmental. Confidentially is crucial and this would have to be assured and maintained. Very serious cases, who might need medication, could be referred to local psychiatrists. There seem to be two main ways help might be made available in hospitals: small health centres or specially trained nurses.

i) Small health centres. The head of the mental health services in the West Bank, the psychiatrist Bassam Al-Ashab has suggested the idea of having a mental health department within each of the government hospitals and I think this is a commendable idea in theory. A social centre was established in Jerusalem hospital a couple of years ago with a psychologist and sociologist working there. They tried to see cases of suicide and other people with psychological problems, but unfortunately the programme appeared to be fraught with problems. Crucially, the staff of the centre had failed to develop a good understanding relationship with the doctors and nurses who saw them as peripheral. In addition, the social centre was only open from 8am to 2pm and many of the attempted suicide cases came in during the afternoon or at night. These hours only added to the sense of distance between the overworked and often exhausted doctors and nurses and the staff of the centre. Even so, the presence of the centre does seem to have been beneficial in some cases, and it did hold a workshop for nursing staff to talk with a clinical psychologist about how to deal with suicide cases.

ii) Specially trained nurses. From my experience in Ramallah Hospital, I think that the best option would be for nurses to be trained to deal with cases which seem to have psychological or social problems, such as attempted suicide cases. These nurses should have already worked in the hospital, be well liked and respected by the other health professionals, and have a genuine interest in mental health. The advantage of arranging for a nurse to deal with such cases is that he or she understands the hospital system, is aware of the stresses faced by the health professionals, and is able to integrate into the existing health care team. If there was such a
nurse always on duty, then he or she could listen to and talk to the patients and, if possible, their families so as to assess the situation and see what measures could be taken to help. When there are no cases to be seen, then he or she could work as a regular nurse.
I can think of a number of nurses who could fill such a position and would genuinely enjoy feeling that they had a special role to play. They should be paid substantially more for this responsibility and this should encourage them to want to stay. However, the extra cost of training and paying a higher salary to, say, three nurses in each of the five government hospitals could be a cheaper option than employing on duty psychiatrists.

5) Public health campaigns and improving mental health services
The evidence in support of conducting suicide prevention programmes is not clear cut. Some studies have even shown them to be followed by increased levels of suicide, since they break down protective social taboos. So rather than running such prevention programmes, it may be more effective to focus on more general ways of improving mental and social health and by providing places for people to turn to when they feel very distressed. As yet, however, mental health services are still very limited in the West Bank.

6) Curbing the medicine culture
Palestinians take far too much medicine. One newspaper article said that they take eight times more medicine per person than in Denmark. They think that there is an appropriate medicine for every bodily ill and are addicted to medicine. Just about every Palestinian house has a so-called ‘pharmacy’ (saydaleeya) or cupboard full of medicines. Medicines are very readily prescribed and there is a lack of regulation of private doctors and pharmacies. Enforced restrictions on prescribing medication are needed. Such a move will face much resistance from these doctors and pharmacists, but numerous studies have shown that restricting access to the means of suicide can reduce both suicide fatalities and attempts.

Final note
Although the statistics indicate that the incidence of suicide and parasuicide in the Arab Palestinian Society of the West Bank is low when compared to other regions of the world, it cannot be ignored and regarded as ‘inevitable.’
The biographical material in this thesis cannot be used to predict who will choose to attempt suicide but, perhaps, by reading it carefully and looking at the expressions of distress used by the men and women who had attempted suicide, we can help to identify those people ‘at risk’ and it is these men and women whom we should seek to support. Here are a few extracts from the narratives of men and women who attempted suicide between 1997 and 1999.62

**Women**

**Getting married**

A recurring theme amongst the women was the difficulty of adjusting to getting married. Some women found it particularly difficult to have to adjust to a new environment as well as the way of life can differ between towns, villages and refugee camps. Rasha, for instance, after growing up in a refugee camp in Jerusalem married into a family in a fairly isolated village. She discovered that village life was quite different to what she was accustomed to with regard to the food, the cooking, and the way of dressing.

> Well, everything was new to me. I mean, their food is different; their drink is different; their cooking is different. I mean, I see their cooking as being different, not like my family’s. You see, even their clothes are different. I mean, I used to wear a short coat, but here they say, ‘no, it’s shameful (eeb)’, because here it is a village.

(RASHA)

Life in the camp had felt freer to Rasha than in the village where she found herself observed and more much more.

> The atmosphere (aj-jow), the people, are different, their dealings (maamalithum) perhaps are different, it’s not like with us in the camp. Here, they have ‘It’s forbidden, not like this, let’s not let people talk.’ (andhum haram, mish hayk, balaash an-naas biseeru yihku). With us (anda), no. In the camp there is freedom. In the camp, I would go out to my paternal uncles’s house, I come and go. It’s true they ask [what I am doing] but this was for my own good.

> Here, no, they say, ‘Your husband is responsible for you’ (zawjik massool anik). And my husband even starts to ask where am I going...

---

62 All names and identifying details have been changed to ensure confidentiality. For fuller versions of their narratives see the complete thesis available in Birzeit University.
But people start to talk, yaani, it’s because it’s like this, because the people talk, their gossiping (takharufaathum), I mean.

(RASHA)

The religious attitudes in the village seemed more conservative to Rasha. There was more monitoring of the piety of women especially with regard to the head scarf. Rasha does not wear a head scarf (mandeel). In the camp people had had more relaxed attitudes and if a girl put on a mandeel then they would congratulate her and that was all. Not so in the village.

Yaani, [in the camp] they don’t say for example - about the head scarf - ‘This one wore it. This one took it off.’ But rather - it’s normal (aadi) - they just say, ‘Congratulations on the head scarf’ (mabrook’ al-mandeel).

(RASHA)

Rasha would often think back nostalgically to her school days prior to getting married.

But, I don’t know how, I mean, I think about how I was living as a girl. I start to think back.. I mean, like [at times like] now, presently, I would be sitting in the room on my own and I would think what I would like to do as a girl, me and my sisters, and I would start to cry by myself. When we went to school, when we met each other, me and my sisters, I see it as being the loveliest period [of my life] that I have had. So I start to cry. So my husband asks me, ‘Why are you crying?’ I tell him, ‘This period, if only I could return for a week to those days!’ So he tells me, ‘It will never return, we go forward, we don’t go backwards to the past.’ So these are the things that perhaps made me drink the medicine.

(RASHA)

Abla married a man much older than herself from a small and isolated village who had been married several times previously. She said there was no one for her to talk to as a woman in a strange balad.

If a woman is in a strange balad, who can she talk to? My family is far away. If I have an upset between me and him and I want to go to my family’s house - I’m unable to sit me and her [the other wife of the husband] not a minute - I stay sitting in the house here. I neither go nor come. Here there are no neighbours, nor houses, there is no place, we are here in the open - in emptiness (al-khilaa’).

(ABLA)
**Physical abuse**

Dalal said that her husband would frequently get angry and hit her. She showed me the marks on her arms where he had burnt her with a cigarette.

> From the beginning, when I married he was always very wound up, and he would ‘put his hand on me’ [hit me]. He would scream at me a lot.

(DALAL)

It was after he started to hit her that she threatened to commit suicide. He responded by telling her that she has the medicine so she should go ahead. She took the overdose in front of him.

> I threatened him. But what did he tell me? ‘OK. Speak!’ I told him, ‘If you stay doing this, I want to drink medicine.’ He told me, ‘You’ve got the medicine, drink it!’ I went and drank it all.

(DALAL)

Aisha was very distressed and angry with her brother who had been sexually abusing her.

> I was twelve years old. I was still young. He destroyed me. I couldn’t stand it. I committed suicide. I drank pills like a mad person (shiribt haboob zay wahid majnoon).

(AISHA)

Amna also tried to commit suicide after being abused, in her case physically, by her husband’s family. They were beating her up so fiercely that she swallowed nails.

> From the amount that they beat me, my husband’s family. I saw the nails on the window and I swallowed them.

(AMNA)

**Other women**

Anxiety about their husband’s behaviour with regard to other women, was a common complaint. Khaloud’s major concern and anxiety was that she suspected that her husband was having an affair with his brother’s wife. This distressed her for many reasons. She thought that people were talking about her and her husband, and went on at length about ‘what people say’ (kilaam an-naas). She said that she felt they were all watching her and her husband and she was distressed by the possible damage caused by this gossip.
I am unable to doubt my husband. For me to say to him, for example, ‘You do this and you do that.’ I mean, it’s difficult. For him as well, it is difficult. I mean his reputation between people is that he is respected and good and a merchant. What do you do if people say that his wife said this, and his wife said that? No! No! He worries about his reputation and I don’t want anyone to talk about him... for he is my cousin [son of paternal uncle - ibn ammha]. A woman should look after her house and her husband. Does she want to ruin her life all because of people?! So, it’s difficult. People want something to talk about. Between you and me, people here in our society just want to chatter about each other... and then from one to the other and then to the other and to the other. Someone says to the whole balad that the son of whoever did this to the son of whoever... We, of course, in the balad, our reputation is like gold (like a sword - seeritna zay as-sayf). But people say, ‘That woman did this’ and ‘That woman made this’ and ‘Look at her husband’... What they say! They stay chattering with this talk. They have the ‘transport of talk’ (naqal al-haki) in our society.

(KHALOUD)

Khaloud was also worried that her husband was no longer interested in her and that she had grown old and lost her looks as well as his attention. Indeed, a few women were scared that their husbands were losing interest in them to the extent that they were planning to remarry.

A woman’s status in society was often perceived to be determined by the status of her husband. Samira has had to deal with more than most wives; her husband has become addicted to drugs, is rarely employed, has stolen and, more recently, been unfaithful. Samira found his behaviour was humiliating for her.

Here, a woman’s husband raises her and lowers her... My husband lowered me... and let all of them stamp over me.

(SAMIRA)

**Divorce and the fear of divorce**

For one of the interviewees, Liyana, the fact that she was divorced weighed heavily on her mind and she saw it as one of the main reasons for her feelings of misery. As a divorced woman in Palestinian society Liyana often felt shunned or exploited.

Our society is no good at all... if you are divorced they put a red ‘x’ sign on you.

(LIYANA)
Indeed, Samira prefers to put up with her ‘bitter tragedy’ rather than face the stigma of being divorced.

I am scared to get divorced. I can get divorced. But I’m scared of being displaced (mitshared). Because of this, I get scared. I have a husband, in front of people. I come and go. But if I get divorced, our Arab society doesn’t forgive. It doesn’t know what’s inside me.. Because of this, I live a bitter tragedy, but it’s better than getting divorced.

(SAMIRA)

**Entrapment and confinement**

Throughout the interviews women used words for being suppressed, subdued, suffocated, pressurised and oppressed (makbout, kaatim, makhooa, madghut, mazloom). Most of the women had feelings of confinement and of being entrapped. They spoke of wanting to escape (biddi ahrub). When Samira drank the bleach she wanted to escape from the difficult position she was in.

.. At that moment I wanted to escape from the position that I was in. A difficult position, it put pressure on me. I want to finish with/ be done with this position. I want something strong. So I found the glass of bleach...Because I am upset, and I want to relieve the suppression (kabt) that’s inside me, and I want it all to be finished.

(SAMIRA)

Aisha, feeling trapped at home repeated many times that she would either die oremigrate (la amout aw ahaajir). Liyana wanted to escape but she had nowhere to escape to. Before Liyana took the medicine she was thinking:

Either I die or I escape from the house.

(LIYANA)

**Men**

Many of the men who tried to kill themselves felt unable to fulfil their socially expected roles as men; to find employment and so have a steady income, to get married and have children and to provide for and protect their family.

Saeed felt life without money was humiliating, indeed, that death would be more honourable.
Finish (khalas). It's the material (al-medde), I mean money, that talks about us. Someone who has money, you find that everyone goes with him, and comes with him. Someone who doesn't have money, there’s no one that looks at him in the village. Wherever you go, in reality (al-haqeeqa)...

(SAEED)

When I asked him if he thought about death, if he wanted to die, he said that he wished for it.

I wish!... In honesty, if the life is like this, and work is like this, death is more honourable.(al-mawt ashraf)

(SAEED)

Abid cannot work as he suffers from uncontrolled post-traumatic epilepsy as a result of beatings by the Israeli army and nearby settlers when he was a teenager. He not only lives in fear of the next attack, he also feels despairing and useless as a young man who cannot work.

Of course, I always get irritated (tidayi). A man without work, who is a youth (shab), and who can’t work, and who takes money from his brother and isn’t able to get a house. He isn’t able to live, him and his wife. Well, it’s not a small thing - and so my psyche is tired (nafseeyati taabana) and I complain about this life and this world. I was in a state of despair (haalit ya’as). From this world, I am tired. This life has no flavour (taam).

(ABID)

Many of the men thought of dying when they assessed the political and economic situation around them.

Yes, [I think of death]. For example, I sit and think why it was that God created us, the Palestinian people in particular (bithat). God created us from the beginning and we woke up in the world and we are under the occupation. I mean, it’s true we’re living in the world... but it feels like a jail.

(DIAB)

The problem was that I saw the world - That’s it, finish (khalas). May God curse this world.

...I was angry from the world, the work, the economy. The social situation is difficult, That’s it. I see that the world is not right (mazboota). When I drank the medicine, I thought, ‘That’s it, finish. That’s it. May God curse this life. Sometimes... How does a person think when he sees such difficulties? [He
thinks] if only God would rest me from the life! We are not living in relation to other countries... Every day [ I think this]. The shabab say, if only God rested us from this life. Not just me. If only there was death. I mean, that we all die. It would be better. It’s not just me. There are many like me.

(KAREEM)

Indeed, many of the men expressed the belief that dying was better than going on in the world around them which they saw as miserable, frustrating and without hope.

Sometimes, I think with this life, if I died, it’s better.

(KAREEM)
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Appendix: Tables on 31 Cases of Parasuicide Seen

Table A: Details of the cases of parasuicide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Marital Status</th>
<th>Residence</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hiba</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>housewife</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Najwa</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td>housewife</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lina</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dana</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>student</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Amal</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>housewife</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ranya</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td>none</td>
<td>KH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Saeed</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td>unemployed</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Khaloud</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>housewife</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Samira</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>teacher</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Fareeda</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>secretary</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Dalel</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>t (48)</td>
<td>housewife</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Bassam</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>waiter</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mariam</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>teacher</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Kareem</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td>unemployed</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Abid</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>unemployed</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Aneeq</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>secretary</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Rasha</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>housewife</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Reem</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c(Gaza)</td>
<td>housewife</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Nisreen</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td>housewife</td>
<td>KH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Watan</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>housewife</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Abla</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>housewife</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Liyana</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>unemployed</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Ghassan</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td>unemployed</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Jamil</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>c</td>
<td></td>
<td>unemployed</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Suha</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>c</td>
<td></td>
<td>none</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Diab</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td>unemployed</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Aisha</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>c</td>
<td></td>
<td>none</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>c</td>
<td></td>
<td>none</td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Muhammad</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>c(Jenin)</td>
<td></td>
<td>prisoner</td>
<td>JH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Mustapha</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>v(Jenin)</td>
<td></td>
<td>unemployed</td>
<td>JH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Mona</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>c(Gaza)</td>
<td></td>
<td>none</td>
<td>Gaza</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sex:  
- f = female  
- m = married

Marital Status:  
- m = married  
- s = single  
- d = divorced

Residence/Origin:  
- v = village  
- t = town  
- c = camp

Source:  
- RH = Ramallah Hospital  
- KH = Khalid Hospital  
- JH = Jihan Hospital

*Origin, if different, e.g. if went from one village to another on marriage
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Suicide Attempt*</th>
<th>Time of Day</th>
<th>Day of Week</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Date of Long Interview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Heba</td>
<td>11/1997</td>
<td>afternoon</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>November</td>
<td>8/1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Najwa</td>
<td>11/1997</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>November</td>
<td>11/1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lina</td>
<td>11/1997</td>
<td>afternoon</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>November</td>
<td>hospital only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dana</td>
<td>12/1997</td>
<td>evening</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>December</td>
<td>12/97 &amp; 1/98***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Saeed</td>
<td>4/1998</td>
<td>afternoon</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>2/1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Bassam</td>
<td>7/1998</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>8/98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Marlam</td>
<td>7/1998</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>hospital only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Abid</td>
<td>8/1998</td>
<td>afternoon</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>August</td>
<td>1/1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Arej</td>
<td>8/1998</td>
<td>evening</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>August</td>
<td>short interview only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Rasha</td>
<td>8/1998</td>
<td>evening</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>August</td>
<td>1/1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Reem</td>
<td>8/1999</td>
<td>evening</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>August</td>
<td>short interview only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Liyana</td>
<td>9/1998</td>
<td>evening</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>September</td>
<td>1/1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Ghassan</td>
<td>10/1998</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>October</td>
<td>3/1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Jamil</td>
<td>11/98</td>
<td>morning</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>November</td>
<td>family interviewed**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Suha</td>
<td>11/1998</td>
<td>evening</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>November</td>
<td>hospital only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Aisha</td>
<td>2/99</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>February</td>
<td>3/1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Amna</td>
<td>summer 94</td>
<td>?afternoon</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>2/1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Muhammad</td>
<td>2/1998</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>February</td>
<td>hospital only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Mona</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10/97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***Interviewed by Dr. Mansour  ** Patient in a coma  
*Exact dates not given for reasons of confidentiality
Table C: Methods used and ostensible cause(s) of parasuicide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Ostensible cause(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hoba</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>argument with husband, unwanted pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Najwa</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>newly married &amp; pregnant, argument with husband, lack of attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lina</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>divorce, beaten by husband, loss of children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dana</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>break-up of relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Amal</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>recently married, argument with husband, lack of attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ranya</td>
<td>vinegar</td>
<td>argument with sister in law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Saeed</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>miserable, wants to marry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Khaloud</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>unhappy, fears husband is unfaithful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Samira</td>
<td>bleach</td>
<td>unfaithful husband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Fareeda</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>problems with men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Dalal</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>newly married, abuse from husband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Bassam</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>unhappy with work and general life situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mariam</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>father’s prohibition on working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Kareem</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>unemployment and family conflicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Abid</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>epilepsy, unemployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Areej</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>argument with brother’s fiancee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Rasha</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>newly married, unhappy, unable to talk to husband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Reem</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>newly married, suppressed in new house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Nisreen</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>fears husband wants to remarry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Watan</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>badly behaved son tormenting her</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Abla</td>
<td>bleach</td>
<td>third wife to difficult husband, unable to cope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Lijana</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>divorced, recent break up of relationship with man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Ghassan</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>unemployed and unhappy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Jamil</td>
<td>insecticide</td>
<td>failure at school and argument with father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Suha</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>argument with brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Diab</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>fiancee’s threat of break-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Aisha</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>divorced, feeling trapped at home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Amna</td>
<td>nails</td>
<td>unable to cope with abuse from husband and his family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Muhammed</td>
<td>razor</td>
<td>imprisoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Mustapha</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>unemployed, penniless, wife recently miscarried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Mona</td>
<td>overdose</td>
<td>feeling trapped in Gaza</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>